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P"oceetlif1gs of the COllntil 0/ the Goverrzor Genet'at t?f Irldia, as.scm"'ca lor thc 
purpose 0/ mding La7l1s and Rcg"latwns ,mdcr tlte prO'lIt's;(lns oJthe 
/rldltlr' COfmcils Ads, 1861 and 1892 (24 &:JS Vict., Cap. 67, arid SS & 

. 56 Viet., Cap. 14). 

The Council met at Government House, Calcutta, on Friday, the 4th March, 
19°4· 

PRESENT: 
His· Excellency Baron Curzon, p.e., G.M.S.I., G.M.I.E., Viceroy and Gov .. 

ernor General of India, presiding. 
His Honour Sir A. H. L. Fraser, lC..e.s.I., Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. 
His Excellency General Viscount Kitchener of Khartoum, G.e.B., O.M., 

G.C.M.G., Commander·in.Chie! in India. 
The Hon'ble Mr. T. Raleigh, e.s.l. 
The flon'ble Sir E. FG. Law, K.C.M.G., e.s.l. 
The Hon'ble Major·General Sir E. R. Elles, It.C.B., K.C.I.E. 
The Hon'ble Sir A. T. Arundel, K.C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Sir Denzil Ibbetson, K.C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Rai Sri Ram Bahadur. 
The Hon'ble Mr. A. W. Cruickshank, C.S.I. 
His Highness Raja Sir Surindar Bikram Prakash Babadur, K.C.S.I., of 

Sirmur. 
His Highness Agha Sir Sultan Muhammad Shah, Agha Khan, G.e.I.B. 
The Hon'ble Mr. Gopal Krishna Gokhale, C.I.B. 
The Hon'ble Mr. E. Cable. 
The Hon'ble Nawab Saiyid Muhammad Sahib Bahadur. 
The Hon'ble Mr. F. S. P. Lely, C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Mr. H. Adamson, C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Mr. A. Pedler, C.I.E., P.R.S. 
The Hon'ble Mr. T. Morison. 
The Hon'ble Dr. Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar. 
The Hon'ble Mr. 1. B. Bilderbeck. 
The Hon'ble Mr. D. M. Hamilton. 
The Hon'ble Rai Bahadur B. K. Bose, C.I.E. 
The Hon'ble Dr. Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, D.L., P.R.,A,S., P.R.S.E. 

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY (AMENDMENT) BILL. 
Thp Hon'ble SIR DENZIL IBBETSON presented the Report of the Select 

Committee on the Bill further to amend the Transfer of Property Act, 1882. 
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ANCU:NTMbNU~ENts PRESElhTATION BIt.L. 
Tho Hon'bte SIR DENZIL IOBETSON presented th~ Report of the Select 

Committee on .the Bm to provide for the preser~ation of Ancient Monuments 
aM o~ objects of arch20logical; historical or artistic interest. 

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT SOCIETIES BILL. 
The Hon'bl~ SIR DENZ!L IsbiftsON said :~II My Lord, I present the 

Reporl bf th~ Seleet· Cotlnnitte'e lip<in the Bill to proTide for the constitution 
and control of Co-operative Credit Sodeties~ The more usual courSe in this 
Council is, ·tor the Meinb~r in c~rge to defer. his remarks upon the Report tiD 
he moves that it be taken int~ consideration. But in tbis case the BiD has 
excited such general interest, and is so ·entirely non·coritentious-in the sense 
that, however much difference of opinion there may be a's to the wisest means, 
we all have the same end in view.;....ihat I think it will, be weU if'l take this 
opportunity of explaining briefly our reasons for th·c principal changes which· we 
propose in the Bill as introduced. 

II We have received a very large number of opinions, not only from the 
authorities who have been officially consulted, but aisof~om ind~pendent 
'sources j while the discussions .in the Press, both ~nglish and Indian, have in 
many cases been most helpful and suggestive. There is on~ fact, however, 
which .1 think oqr critics have often failed to. bear in m.ind, but which it. is, in 
my judgment, very importa~t to remember j and that is, that the CJ~estion of 
agricultural banks is quite a different question from that of co~-operative:·-·creait 
societies, and that it is the latter only with which we are now dealing. The 
object of agricultural banks is to prC?vide capital tofi.na~ce the agriculture of 
the country j their operations are of the ordinary· banking ·nature, and ·on a 
considerable scale i and whatever special privileges it might be ·found possible 
to extend to them, the ordinary companies. law of ~ndia would atiil continue 
to apply to them. The object of the :societies with which wo are now dealing 
is far more special and more limited. It is, as Sir Frederick Nicholson puts it, 
to substitute for a nllmber of individual credits, ~hich arc weak because they are 
isolated, a combined credit whjch is strong beca~se :it ·is united. Their 
operations are confined within the limits of the society, and they ~ilfbe • small 
and simple credit societies for small and simple folk with simple needs and 
requiring small sums only.' 

II When introducing this Bill, I tomlnehied \1Jicin'thegreat diversit;- of opi-
nion that charaCterised the papers ·which were before Government when; they 
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framed their proposals. A similar diversity has shown itself .in the papers 

with which the Committee have had to deal. There is hardly a provision of any 

significance in the Bill which some of our advisers do not regard as of capital 

importance, and others condemn as a fatal defect j and in many cases, each 

side has been able to give very sound and excellent reasons in support of its 

views. In the presence of this conflict of opinion, a decision has not always 

·been easy to arrive at. But, in the modifications which we propose in the OiIJ, 

we have been guided by the principle which I laid down when I introduced it, 
·that ~Iasticit  and simplicity were the great desiderata, and that the fewer 

restrictions we impose by law upon these societies, the better. Our 
alterations, therefore, have been in the direction of simplification and of 

freedom. 

" By far the most important of these alterati.ms is that by which we have 
thrown  open the constitution of the societies. The Council.will remember that, 

under the Bill as introduced, rural societies were to be limited to agriculturists_ 
a term which I explained was not meant to include the wealthy rent-receiver-

while urban societies were to consist only of men of small means. To these 

provisions it was objected that they excluded the very men whose aid was 
most important to the new societies. The provisions had been framed 
upon the supposition that the men of light and leading, and still more 
important perhaps, the men of substance, tl1e necessity for whose aid and 

sympathy was fully recognised, would assist the societies from outside, since 
they would have nothing to gain by membership, as they would not desire to 

borrow. And, so far as my own personal opinion goes, I am still inclined to 
think that that is the position in which they will be of most use. Bu t the body 
of opinion in favour of a wider basis of membership, not only in order to extend 
the scope of these societies as widely as possible, but also to secure that diversity 
of needs and interests which is desirable if their funds are to be utilised to the 
'best advantage, is very weighty i and we have removed all restrictions upon 
·the class of persons who may be members, save in so far as is necessary 
to preserve the two distinct types of rural and urban societies, the former 
of which will consist in the main of agriculturists, and the latter in the main 
of non-agriculturists. 

II The other condition which was imposed by the original Bill was, that 
'members must be residents of the same town or neighbourhood. All those 

of our advisers who speak with any authority have insisted upon the cardinal 
importadce of this condition, as ensuring that mutual knowledge and confidence 
which must be the basis of all successful co-operation; and we have retained 
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it in a slightly 'generalis~d (orm.But it, hall been pointed out to us that there 
are communities among whose members 'l 'coinmon organisation or common 

int'erests supply the place of propinquity, of residence, and ensure the 

conditions whicb we' desire. A compact, and closely 'organised tribe or 
caste, a community 'such as' is formed by the Native' Christians attached to 
a", particular' mission, or even the 'employes on a given line of railway, 

. ~r'e: instances ill point.' We have therefore empowered the Registrar to 
dispense' with' the 'residence t~s~  where he issatis6ed that this may be 
safely 'done~ if the .society is to be canAned to the members of a single 
tribe or class' or caste: 

• ,:'. , II A~ regards new members, we have 'made a small alteration upon which' 

I would say a word. of explanation lest it should be misunilerstood. 
The original Bill provided that members admitted to a society should be 
I elected by the members for the time being.' It was pointed out to us 
that it would often be sufficient if they were elected by the Committee; and we 
)lave accordingly provided that they shall be 'admitted by the society in accord-
,ance with t~e provisions of this Act and with the by-laws of the society'" 
.But the selection'must still be personal, and made by the society; no person 
'can 'claim admission under any. a to~atic rule; and, the important principle 
.tbatthe new member must be accepted by.the old ones or their representatives 
is still maintained. . 

.. We have retained u'nlimited liability as the general rule most suitable to 
rural societies. But cases are conceivable in which it may be desirable to 
·relax it ; if, for instance, a local magnate whose sympathy a~d sista~ce it 

'is important to secure, desires to become a member, but does not care 
to assume a liability which is wholly without limit. We have therefore giv~n the 
'Local Government power, by special order, to relax the rule. 

"The Bill as introduced forbade a rural society to borrow save with 
the approval of the Registrar and the Collector. This provision was much 
criticised as having the appearance of discouraging borrowing, whereas' the 
very essence of these societies is to utilise their combim~d credit for the p rpos~ 

of borrowing. We recognise the justice of the criticism; but we still think, for 
reasons which I have already explained, that an unfettered power to borro~ 
might prove dangerous to a society. We have therefore removed the. prohibi-
tion, but have given the Local Government power to regulate borrowing in such 
manner as experience may show to be desirable. 

,I The provisions of the original Bill regarding loans on the security of>agri-
cultural produce have been very generall)", misunderstood; and I m stadmi~ 
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that' they . were not very happily worded. It was never intended for a 

moment to allow of advances against standing crops, than which I can imagine 

no form of security more unsuitable for these societies. Hut there are some 

of the existing societies, and there doubtless will be many more in the future, 

which never handle money, t~eir whole transactions being conducted in grain. 

And the object of the prQvisions in question was to ~ec re that agricultural,. 

produce should stand on precisely the same footing as money for all purposes of 

subscriptions, deposits, advances, payments and recoveries. Upon considering 

the question, we came to the conclusion that such transactions were within the 

ordinary powers of the societies, and that no special reference to the subject 

was needed. 

"No provisions of the Bill have been more severely criticised by some, or 

more stoutly supported by others, than those which related to loans upon the 

sEcurity of jewellery and upon the mortgage of land. It had been proposed 
to prohibit rural societies from advancing money against jewels, on the ground 

that the basis upon which these societies should work was not material 

security, but the credit which arose from the individual character and sub-

stance of their members. ·It was pointed out in reply that, "'hile personal 
cre~it was undoubtedly the basis ,of their transactions, such things as jewels 
might properly be received as collateral security, that the custom of the 
country is to regard jewellery as availabl., for this purpose, and that if a 

member is debarred from utilising his material credit to the full in borrowing 

from his society, there will be a danger of his using it to borrow from the 

money-lender. 

II The prohibition had not, however, been founded wholly upon objections of 

theory. Sir Edward Law's Committee had pointed out that there were practical 
difficulties which would arise, especially in the case of village societies; and we 

have come to the conclusion that these difficulties are real, and that it will be 
well to make distinctions. Wht:n a rural society is located in a town or large 

village, with silver-smiths available, a ready market at hand, and with mem-
bers and officers of intelligence, it may safdy be trusted to conduct transac·. 

tions which might be dangerous in the case of a more strictly bucolic asso-
ciation. We have therefore given the Registrar power to allow any society 

which he thinks can safely be trusted, to advance money upon jeweUery; and he 
will be able to feel his way in the matter. 

, II The 'iuflStion of mortgage was still more difficult. Almost all the consi-

derations upon either side which I have just discussed apply here also, with 
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the addition of others of still greater importance. On the one hand, one of 

the methods in which an involved cultivator can most efh:ctive1y be assisted is 

by enabling him to substitute a mortgage upon reasonable for one upon exorbi-

tant terms' and, a member who is refused,the credit to which his property in land ',. , 
fairly entitles him, merely bO:C3use he is not allowed to hypothecate it to the 

society, may be driven to the money-lender for a loan which, had it 

not been, for, the prohibition" he might have: taken from the society with' 

advantage to both parties. On the other hand"it'-is exceedingly inadvisable 

t~at ~he.e societies should be allowed to loc~ up' their limited capital in a form 
i,! whioh it is not readily available; their most useful form of business will 
probably be small loans for short periods with prompt recoveries j and it is 

above all things desirable that they should keep out of the ~  COUrts. 1 

confess that to my mind the arguments on either side are extraordinarily 

evenly balanced. Our final recommendation is, that loans upon 'mortgage should 

be allowed in the first ins,tance i but that the Loeal Government should have 

power to prohibit or restrict them, eith~r generally or in lIny particular case. 

if it,is found that interference is necessary. ' 

II,Such. my Lord, are the principal alterations of substance which\\'epropose 

in the Bill which I introduced at Simla.' Butin the' course of our discussion we 

~rrived at the conviction that it was impossible to frame any set of general pro-' 
visions which should covp.r all ~onceivable forms in which' the principle of co-', 
operation might be usefully applied to the benefit of small folk in India. And 

we had a concrete instance before us. Paper No .. 8 of the' papers attached to tbe 

Bill is a letter from the Honorary Secretary to the Indian Industrial Associa-

tion. which describes a wholly admirable institution called a Dharma/ola 
that has :been started in several vi\1ages of the ~na p r District. The insti-

tution is one which is entirely deserving of encouragement. its objects are pre-

cisely, the objects which, we desire to promote, and yet it would be difficult or 

impossible to bring it under the pr'ovisions of the Bill. Another considera_ 

tion presented itself to us. We have exercised our best jt:dgment in coming to 

a decision upon the many disputed points upon which we had to decide. 

But we recognise that, even if our decision is in general sound, there may 
be special circumstances and conditions to which it is unsuited. We have 

therefore added a general clause to the Bill. which provides that notwithstanding 

anything contained ,in the Act, the Local Government may, by special order in 

each case, permit any association whatever to be registered as a society under 
the Act, and may exempt allY society thus specially registered from ,any of tbe 

provisiOl\s of the Act, or may modify any of those provisions in their apl'lication 

to such society. 
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"The position therefore stands as follows. In Ihe body of the Bill we have 

included those provisions which, in our jadgment, will be suitable to the type of 
co-operative societies that is most likdy to come into existence in India, 

and these provisions will constitute the normal law, which w:1I apply of its 
own force to these societies in general. But a Local ov~rnment will have an 

absolutely free hand to depart froin or vary' them; on' condition only that it 
cloes so by special order in each ea'e, and after full consideration of the circum-

stances "'hich justify Ihe departure. Of course it is intended that this 

power should be e t i'cis~d  only in behalf of societies the aims of which 
are consonant with the objects which this Bill is intended to promote. But 
subject 10 this restriction, that freedom of experiment, upon the importance 
of which I dwelt when I introduced the Bill, is secured in the fullest pouible 

measure. 

"I have only to add that we have considered tbe advisability of making 
some of the provi!tions of this Bill applicable to the Nidhis of the Madras Pre-

sidencYi and: have cOm,e tcithe conclusiori that if any special legislation in their 
behalf is desirablt'; it will best be undertaken in the local Council, where the 
precise conditior:s and needs of these societies will be co:npletely'understood." 

;. _.: 

NORTH·WEST BORDER MILITARY POLICE BILL. 

The Hon'ble MAJOR-GENERAL SIR EDIIIOND ELLES moved that the 
Bill to provide for the regulalion of the Border Military Police Force in the 
North·West Frontier Province be taken into consideration. He said :--," No 

ob ection~ have been received from any source to the provisions of the 
Bill. It is, therefore, unnecessary for me to make any further relDarks. " 

The motion was put And agreed to. 

The H6n'ble MAJOR-GENERAL siR EDMOND ELLltS moved that the Bill 
be passed. 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

GOVERNMENT' STORES BILL. 

The Hon'ble MAJOR-GENERAL SIR EDMOND ELLRS moved for leave to 
introduce a Bill to provide for the better protection of Government stores. He 
said :-a-" The object of this Bill is to provide more effectually for the prevention, 

detection and punishment of tht'lts of Government stores. The mil reproduces, 
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with the necessary modifications, such of the provisions.' of the Public Stores 

Act, 1875 (38 & 39 Viet., c. liS), as are adaptable to India." 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hon',ble MAJOR.GBNERAL SIR EDMOND ELLES introduced the Bill. 

The Hon'ble MAJ ~- EN A  Sll~ EDMOND ELLES moved that the Bill, 
together with the Statement of ~ ect  aDd Re..asons relating thereto, be 

pubiished in the Gazette of India in English, and in the local official Gazettes 
in E~glish and in &\lch ~thf.r languages as the Local ~overnments think fit. 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

1NDIAN STAMP (AMENDMENT) BILL. 

The H~n'ble SIR EDWARD LAW moved ror leave to introduce a Bill 

further to amend the Indian Stamp Act, 1899. He said :-" The attention 
of the Government of India has been directed to the ruling of the Calcutta 
High Court in the case of the Queen Empress v. De6endra Krishna 
M,tt" (1900), 1. L. R. lI7 Cal. 587, to the effect' that, unless the whole 
advance given under an equitable mortgage be made !it the time that the 
instrument of hypothecation is executed, the stamp must be that of an ordinary 
mortgage, The decision imposes a much heavier duty on equitable mortgages 

than appears to have been intended; for it follows from it that the higher. 
duty chargeable on an o~dinar  morlgage is leviable whenever it'-is sought'to 
secure by deposit of title-deeds future advances on an existing account. Such 

a duty'is, in view of the temporary nature of transactions of the kind indicated, 
excessive, at1d the fact that it is leviable must tend to retard the development 

. of the system of cash credits, which has hitherto. proved of great assistance to 
,.. trade. It is, therefore, proposed-see clause 6 of the Bill-to amend Article 

No.6 of the first schedule to the Indian Stamp Act. 1899 (II of 1899), so as 
to relieve these instruments frOID 'the higher duty, and to place them all on the 

same footing, whether their execution is or is not simultaneous with the 
advances secured by them; and it is a.t the same time s ggested~see cl~ se 
3-to follow section ~  read with section 86 (.I), of the English Stamp Act of 
1891 (54 & 55 Viet., c. 39), and to levy a fixed fee of eight annas only when the 
security deposited by way of equitable mortgage is marketable. . 

" In the same connection notice has been called to various defects, <'oubts 
and anomalies in the law. First, no provision is at present made for the case 
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where an equitable mortgage is executed to secure the repayment of a loan after 

more than one year, and the agreement in ·such :1 case is consequently liable to 
the duty of eight annas only under Article NO.5 of the schedule. It is proposed 
to amend Article No.6 so as to impose the same stamp as that required on a 
document securing repayment within a year. Stlcondtj, there is now no specific 
provision as to the duty leviable upon an instrument· evidencing an equitable 

mortgage where the advance secured is repayable on demand, and such instru-

ments are .chargeable either with the same duty as agreements or with the duty 

leviable on ordinary mortgages, according as the securities are deposited before 
or at the time of execution. It is proposed to extend the amendment of the 

Article so as to treat such instruments in the same manner as instruments secur-
ing repayments after more than three months. Thirdly, there appears to be 
some doubt as to the applicability of the Article to pawns and pledges, and it is 
proposed to amplify it so as expressly to include such transactions, as well as 

hypothecations of securities. On the other hand, as misunderstanding is likely 
to be caused by the circumstance that the definition of • mortgage-deed' in 
section ~  clause (17), of the Act covers all kinds of property, while a 'mort-

gage', as defined in section 58 of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882 (IV of 

~  is limited to immoveable property, it is proposed-see clause ~ of the 
Bill-to confine the definition here also to immoveable property, all' mortgages' 
of moveable property, whether accompanied by possession or not, being, as 
already ioaieated, brought together under Article No.6, unless otherwise speci-
fically provided for in the schedule. 

" Finally, the opportunity has been taken to amend the law in another 
direction. Under section ~  of the Act, where the value of the subjec-t-matter or 
an instrument is unknown or indeterminate, the contracting parties may use 
their discretion as to the value of the stamp to be affixed to the instrument, but 
no sum -can be recovered Ilnder it in excess of the amount covered by the duty 
actually paid. An exception is, however, made in the case of mining leases in 
which a royalty or share of the produce is reserved as rent. The value of the 
shate or royallY is necessarily indeterminate in the majority of such cases, and 
it is therefore, provided that, if the lease be stamped on an assumed valuation 

of Rs. ~o ooo a year, the sum actually due under the lease may be recovered 
whatever the amount may be. This provision is unsuitable in the case of min. 
ing leases granted by the Government; for the natural tendency of revenue. 
officers is to safeguard the interests of the Government by valuing the royalty 
at the figure just referred to in every case. The stamp-duty ordinarily payable 
on tbis.val6ation is Rs. !Zoo; and this constitutes an unduly heavy burden in 
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the case of small and unproductive mines. It is proposed, therefore, by c1au!'e 4 
of the Bill, to expand the section so as to provide that, 'where a mining lease 
is granted by the Government, the Collector may estimate the amount of 
royalty which he considers, likely to be payahle, and it will be sufficient if the 
lease is stamped in accordance with bis estimate. 

"The further amendments proposed by clause 5 and sub-clauses, (.2), (3) 
and (4) of clause 6 of the Bill are purely consequential and require no 
explanation." 

The motion was put and agreed to. ' 

The Hon'ble SIR EDWARD LAW introduced the Bill. 

The Hon'ble SIR EDWARD LAW moved that the Bill, together with the 
Statement of Objects and Reasons relating thereto, be published in the Gazette 
of India in English, and in the 'local official Gazettes in English and in such 
other languages as the Local Governments think fit. 

,The motion was put and agreed to. 

INDIAN OFFICIAL SECRETS (AMENDMENT) BILL. 
The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDRL ARUNDEL moved that the Report of the 

Select Committee on the Bill to amend the Indian Official Secrets Act, 1889, be 
taken into consideration. He said :-" I have no observations to make at this 
stage." 

The Hon'ble MR. GOKHALE said :-" My Lord, I desire to say a few words 
on the Bill as amended by the Select Committee, before this motion is put to 
the vote. When the Bill was referred to the Committee in December last, my 
Hon'ble friend Nawab Saiyid Muhammad and myself deemed it our duty to 
enter an emphatic protest against the general character and the leading provi-
sions of the proposed measure, because in the form in which it then stood,;t was 
impossible to have any patience with the Bill. Since then, however, thanks to 
the assurances given by' Your Lordship on your return to Calcutta, and the con-
ciliatory attitude adopted by the Hon'ble Member in charge of the Bill in the 
Select Committee, the Bill has been largely altered, and I gladly recognize that 
several most objectionable features have either been wholly removed or have been 
greatly softened, Having made this acknowledgment, I deem it necessary, my 
Lord, to submit that unless the, Bill is further amended, on the lines of the more 
important amendments of which notice has been given, the alterations made so 
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far will fail. to allay tho apprehensions that have been so justly aroused. My 

Hon'ble friends Mr. Bose and Nawab Saiyid Muhammad and myself have 

signed the Report of the Select Committee, ·subject to dissent only on two points, 

and we have expressed that dissent in the mildest terms that we could possibly 

find to convey our meaning. We did this both to mark our sense of the conci-
liatory manner in which the Hon'ble Member in charge of the Bill received many 

of our suggestions, and in the hope that by thus removing from our dissent all 

trace of the angry criticisms to which the Bill has been subjected, we might 

make it easier for Government to proceed further in the direction of meeting tbe 

objections urged by the public. My Lord, I earnestly trust that in this hope 

we shall not be altogether disappointed. I do not wish to anticipate anything 

I may have to say when the amendments of which I have given notice come up 

for con!ideration. But I cannot let this motion be put to the vote without say-
ing that the Bill, even as amended, is open to serious objection, that no case 

has been made out for it, that the safeguards, to. which the Hon'ble Member 

referred in presenting the Report of the -Select Committee, are more or less 

illusory, and that. unless the Bill is further amended, it must tend unduly to cur-
tail the liberty of the Press, not so much perhaps by whelt Government may 

actually do, as by the fear of what tbey may do. .The striking unanimity with 
which the entire Press of the country, Anglo-Indian as well as Indian, has con-

demned the measure must convince the Government that the opposition to the 
Bill is not of a mere partisan character, but that it is based upon reasonable 

grounds, which it: is the duty of Government to remove. If, however, Govern-
ment are not prepared to do this, I would respectfully urge even at this las~ 
moment that the Bill should be abandoned altogether." 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUKHOPADHVAVA moved that in 
clause 2 of the Bill as amended, in the proposed definition of "civilllffairs", 
after the words II means affairs It in line I, the words II of such a confidential 

nature that the public interest wou1d suffer by their disclosure and" be 
inserted, and that in sub·clause (6) the words" where these affairs are of such 

a confidential nature that the public int~rest would suffer by their disclosure" 
be omitted. He said :-" Under the definition of • civil affairs', as it now 
stands in the Bill, are included all affairs affecting the relations of His 
Ma est ~s Government or of the Governor General in Council with any 
. Foreign State, no matter whether these affairs are or are not of such a 
con~dential nature that the public interest would suffer by their disclosure 
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I have not been able to discover any good reason :why such a wide scope 

should be given to the part of the definition contained in clause (a), 
while a much more restricted operation is given to the part contained in 

-dause(b). I am unable to understand why it should be necessary to penalise 
I' the publication of information of the most innocent or harmless kind, 

simply because it may, refer to the relations of His Majesty's Government with 

Foreign States., Without expressing any opinion at this stage upon the broader 
question, natnely, whether civil affairs ought at all to be included it~in the 
scope of this Bill, I venture to think that, if they are to be included, the test in 
every case ought to be, whether or not their disclosure would be' prejudicial to 

the public lnterest. 1 therefore suggest, that the qualifying words which 
stand at the end of clause (6) and consequently affect, that clause alone, should 
be transferred to the beginning of the definition so as to be applieable to both 

the clauses (a) and (6). " 

• 
The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARUNDEL said :-" The Hon'ble Member 

said that, he failed to discover any reason why there should be any distinc-

tion ,made between (a) and (6) in the definition of • civil affairs '. As a 
matter of fact, this particular point had not escaped attention, and it was 
carefully considered. But there are two reasons ,against it i one is that it is not 
for this Council to put such a limitation upon the relations between His Maj-

esty's Government and a Foreign State. Indeed, it is not desi~ble that they 
should in any way interfere with such relations, and if the matter is left 
with regard to His Majesty's Government 'with any ForeIgn-State; it"llLturaiiy 
follows that the Government of India would stand also in the same position. I 

think also it would' be generally agreed that we ought not to contemplate: bringing 
before the public or a Court of Justice the diplomatic relations of His Maj-
esty's Government or of the Governor General in Council with a Foreign State. 
These matters are usually of a very confidential nature, and it would be opposed 
to inlernational courtesy to publish them without the consent ~f both Govern-
ments. For these reasons I regret that I a~ unable to accept the amend-
ment ... 

The motion was put and negatived. 

The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUKHOPADHYAYA moved that in c1ause'2 
of the Bill as amended, in the proposed definition of "civil affairs II in s,ub-
clause (4), before the word II relations II the word .. civil'" be inserted. ,He 
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said :-" This amendment may properly be 4escribed as a drafting amendment; 

if we examine the definition which is proposed, we find that it is too wide, inas-

much as it includes affairs affecting' not mcrely the civil but also the milita~  

relations of His Majesty's Government. I therefore venture to propose that, by 

the insertion of the word 'civil' before 'relations', the definition may be 

limited and made co-extensive with the'term to be defined." 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEl. ARUNDIU. said :-" This amendment is open 

to the same objection CIS the first one just moved by the Hon'ble Member, namely, 

that it limits the relations of His Majesty's Government with a Foreign State. 
Moreover, it would exclude political affairs and the military affairs of such 

Slates, and would therefore render the Bill useless so far as such matters are 
concerned. These are the reasons which lead me to object to the amendment." 

The motion was put and negatived. 

The Hon'ble MR. MORISON move(that in clause II of the Bill as amended, 
in . the proposc'd definition of "civil affairs," sub-clause (6) be omitted. He 

said :-" My Lord, all reasonable people, ~ think, admit that there are'certain affairs 

in regard to which secrecy is of such paramount importance to the State as to 
justify a considerable restraint upon individual liberty i of this nature are naval 
and military affairs and the relations of the Government with Foreign States; 
there is no doubt that in these cases the interest of the Government in preServing 
secrecy is identical with the interest of the general public. But there are other 
matters, such as those mentioned in clause (6) of the definition of 'civil affairs,-
with regard to which secrecy cannot be said to be. '8$1nlial to the State, al-
though the premature disclosure of the plans of Government may cause con. 
siderable administrative inconvenience. In respect of these matters the interests 
of the Government and the publi.c are not,l submit, so unmistakeably identical 
as to justify the infliction of legal penalties upon tbe publication of news. Among 
affairs connected with the public debt, for instance, would certainly be included 
proposals for converting government securities into a new stock bearing a 
lower rate of interest i the Government has the clearest right to keep its inten-
tions regarding such matters secret, but a certain section of the public has so 
undeniable an interest in being forewarned of the proposed conversion that it is 
not fair to penalize a premature disclosure of the intentions of Government. 
Similarly, in all matters relating to taxation, the interest of the public is to a 
certain extent in antagonism to that of Government, and it is not clear that tbe 
public ir.terest, in its widest sense, would be served by inflicting penalties upon 
the Editor who warned one of the parties of an approaching danger. This clause 
also includes affairs affe-:oting the relations of the Goyernment with 
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Native States i but it cannot, I submit, be maintained that these relations are 
any longer of that major importance which attaches :to affairs upon which 

the stabili.ty of the Stat~ depends. ImperceptibJy the Indian Princes have 
declined from the position they once held of· independent sovereignty and have 
now become a part of the adrtlinistration by which the Empire of India is 

governed j their right to exercise. authority in provinces, divisions or districts, 

is derived, though with a different tenure, fr~m the same authority which appoints 

ie ten~l t- overnor.  Commissioners, and Collectors; and though it is certainly 
.not desirable that the public should be made aware of all differences of opinion 
between the Supreme and the Local ~ thorities  yet such revelations cannot, 

~ttbe most, create more than administrative inconvenience. On the other hand, 
the Indian public has a natural and legitimate interest in knowing whether tho 
C:Tovernment of India proposes to curtail the area which is governed by purely 
Indian administrators, and if, for instan~e  a Viceroy of the future were to be 
converted to Lord Dalhousie's vie ~ regarding the right of adopted children to 
inherit, an editor who gave early information of that fact would. I think,be 
doing a public service. At whichever part of the definition we look, it appears 
10 me that the matters referred to in clause (6) are of the class in which the 
interests of the Government and of the general public are not infrequently in 
conflict, and I therefore submit that there is no clear case for legislating in the 
. interest of the administration. '. 

. " The Government have, in effect, recognised the reasonableness of this 
view, inasmuch as the Bill proposes to submit aU disputed cases to the arbitra-

tio~ of the taw Courts i but I submit that the safeguard here proposed will be 
ineffectual. By the provisions of this Bill, the question which the Courts will be 
asked to decide is whether the publication of a certai~ affair of State at a certain 
time was prejudicial to the public interest. The Courts may adopt one or other 
of two views i either that the statement of an officer in the Department, depos_ 
ing that the interest of the State had suffered, is sufficient evidence that the 
publication' of the news complained of was prejudicial to the public interests. 
or the Courts may refuse to convict unless the Government prove (I) tha~ 
. the interest of the administration has suffered by the publication, and (m) that 
the interest of the administration is in this case identical with that of the 
public. If the Courts adopt the former view, this Bill will authorize the injustice 
of making the Government the judge of its own case; but if the Courts lean 
to the opposite view, it is doubtful whether the Government will ever secure 
a conviction. I do not imagine that the Government will be willing :0 under-
take a prosecution if they have to explain. first, exactly in what manner the 
administration has been da,maged by a certain publication, and, secondly, that 
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the prejudice to the administration was equally prejudicial to the interests of 
the general public and, thirdly, that the pulJlisher was in a position to know 
that the publication at this particular time would be injurious to the administra-

tion. I contel1d therefore that if this provision of the Bill can protect the interest 
of the Government i~ will do so at the expense of the general public, and that, if 
it is consistent with fair dealing to the public, it will fail to protect the interest 
of the Government. It is therefore either harmful or useless and in my opinion 
should he dropped. 

II After all is said and done the plain man will hold to the opinion that the 
Government ought to take better care of its own secrets and not punish other 
people because its subordinates are not under sufficient control. Every busi-
ness man, indeed every body who has to control an office, has to overcome 
thOis same difficulty, and, if news leaks out of the office which the master wishes 

to keep secret, the orl~'s unsympathetic comment is generally that he has. 
only himself to blame. It has yet to be shown that Government work is of so 

peculiar a character that It cannot be controlled by ordinary business methods; 
and even if this could be shown, the public has still a right to ask that the 
Government ·should not legislate until it has made an honest and whole-hearted 
attempt at putting its offices in order. It cannot, I venture to think, be said 
that the Government does at present take all reasonable precautions to secure 
secrecy, because Government offices are open to every idler who cares to wander 
through them, and the multitude of chaprasis, who sit at the doorway of every 
Government office, do not apparently recognise that it is their duty to keep 
trespassers away. If chaprasis are incompetent to discharge this duty, it 
should be assigned to police constables, and, if police constables fail, to head-
constables, and, if they f,il, to Sub.lnspectors. Surely there is somewhere in 
the Government hierarchy a grade of public servants which can be trusted to 
carry out this duty with honesty and firmness, and I venture to think that the 
t;oTemment ought not to be satisfied until, by the employment of competent 
men, they have secured their offices against unauthorised intrusion; the area 
over which this vigilance is necessary is not, after all, very extensive, because it 
is only a few offices at head-quarters that have infonnation which is at the same 
time confidential and of grave importance. When Government has taken every 
reasonable precaution to secure secrecy and those precautions have failed, then, 
and then only, I contend will cause have been shown for including such matters 
of lesser importance as are grouped under clause (h) within the operation of 
the OffiCiial Secrets Act. 

fC Briefly to recapitulate, I beg to say that (I) I welcome thi, measure in so 
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far as it provides greater security for officiai secrets in regard to military. naval 
and foreign affairs i but I contend that the affairs mentioned in clause (6) are 
not of such paramount importance to the security of the State that we should 
be justified in inflicting legal penalties upon the premature disclosure of the 
intentions of the administration with regard to these affairs~ ~  I believe that 
the provision to refer to the arbitration of the Law Courts the question, whether 
or not an affair is of such a confidential nature that the public interest would 
suffer by its disclosure, would in practice prove to be either,unjust or inoperative. 
(3) And in any case I contend that the necessity for secrecy in r~gard to the 
affairs mentioned in this clause is not so urgent as to justify legislation until the 
Government have exhausted every device of departmental administration to 

secure stricter control over their own offices. I therefore beg to move the 
amendment standing in my name." 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARUNDEL said :_fI I have been in~eresteci. 

but I have not been convinced, by the extremely ingenious speech of the 
Hon'ble Mr. Morison. He contends that secrecy is not essential to the 
Government administration, though considerable administrative inconvenience 
might result, and he even proceeded to discuss the question of Native States, 
into the rights of administration of which I should ~ertainl  hesitate to follow 
him and should as certainly dissent from his dicta. But of one thing I think we 
may be quite certain. that is to say, that if we declared there were no 
matters of secrecy to the Native States. they themselves would be the 
first to cry out that they were 'most unjustly treated. The interests of the public, 
the Hon'ble Mr. Morison 'tells us, are occasionally antagonistic to those of Gov-
ernment i but I venture'to say that this is the wrong way of looking at it. it 

J seems to me that the State is the representative of the public, and that 
we cannot say their interests are antagonistic to the public interest. The Gov-
ernment exists in order to look after the public. And then again with regard to 
appealing to the arbitration of the Law Courts,it s~ems to me that what we' are 
aiming at now is to polnt out that certain things are offences, and that if people 
commit these offences they will be liable to penalty as provided in the' Bill. 
That being the case, it is for the prosecution, whenever a case,is brought before 
a Court, to prove .the oi!ence which has been committed. I may say with regard 
to this question of, proof that it was suggested to us that the certificate 
01 a: qualified Government officer migbt' be enough to show or to prove 
that the interests of Government had suffered by th~ disclosure of certain 
facts or information. But we did not think tbat this was a fair ILethod of 
treating the case. It put the defendant in a most difficult position. and it 
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seemed to be Ear fairer that we should leave it to the Court to decide, 
after 'hea~ing the evidence, how the interests of -the public might suITer, 
rather than to do it by the arbitrary method of simply filing a certificate. 
Then the Hon'ble Member says, that the Government offices are open 

to every idler. 1 am afraid that in many cases ther.:: is a good cleal of 
truth in this. and the public very often regard public offices in much the 
sam.e sense as a public market. I think this is entirely wrong. and that it 

should be put a stop to. But when the Hon'ble Member says that Governm ent 

ought to do it by executive order, his suggestion means the objectionable 
multiplication of chaprasis and constables in the Government offices, and he must 
remember that, if we wanted to make every clerk in India absolutely free from 

the possibility of temptation regarding the divulgation of informatien, we should 
have probably to double or treble the salaries all the way round, and I think 
one of the first persons to object to that would be my Hon'ble friend Sir Edward 
Law. There is one other point which I should like to mention"and that is what 

the actUlil intentions of Government were when Act XV of 1889 was passed, 
because there seeins to be a good deal  of doubt as to what the facts actually 
were, in the Press and perhaps in this Council. There are several amendments 
traversing the introduction of civil affairs. and at the risk of being tedious I 
should like to call attentio~ to the clearly anounced intentions of Government 
when Act XV of 1889 was under discussion • 

.. The Hon'ble Mr. ScobIe (loth October 1889), in introducing the Bill. 
said :-

I It is a mere enactment of an Act passed during the la~t session of P arlialDent to 
prevent the disclosure, by unauthorized persons, of offi cial documents and information.' 

" And he went on to say :-

, • The offences which it is intended toreach are (., the ron~r l ohtaining of inform-
ation in regard to any matter of State importance, and (I) the wro.gful communication 
pf'such information.' 

.11 On the 17th October, 1889,-on the motion that the Bill be taken into con-
sideration, His Ex"ellency the Viceroy, Lord Lansdowne, addressed the Council 
~t some length in support of the Bill, and gave as an illustration of it. necessity 
the garbled publication of a civil confidential document in an Indian news-
paper. He concluded his speech by saying--

'I thiok it should be generall, known that the new law ia intended to be put in force 

in I1Ich ca.~s  and that those who publi.h official docurnents without authority will come 
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'within it. scope wbelher the persons by whom those documents have been divulged are 

disco\'ered ,or not, and whether documents ·themselves are published in their entirety or, 
as in the prelent. instance, reproduced in a garbled and truncated form.' 

'tTiJere i9. thus no possible doubt as to the intentions of Goverpment ,in 

. passing Act XV of J~ . But so, long ago as 1895 the legal advisers of 
Government differed as to whether the Act did or did not cover civil official 

secrets, ,qd. powjQ,arpending the Act the, oppprtunity ~s taken of proposi~g ~o 

remove the doubt. 

II But the Hon'ble Mr. Morison propoles to exclude all civil affairs except 

th~'relations'o'f Government with a Foreign State. In Ihort, he wishes to defeat 
one special object for which the Act was passed, and on which Lord Lansdowne 
,dwelt with special emphasis in his speech on the Bill. One object o( the 

present Bill is to make it clear that civil affairs are included, and, if thi~ be 

,conceded, it must also, I conceive, be conceded that there are other civil 
affairs besides the -i'elations of Government with Foreign States that need 10 

be protected. 

'1/ For these reasons) must oppose the amendment." 

The Hon'ble DR. AsuTOsH MUKHOPADHYAYA said :-" I desire" to sup-
port the amendment moved by the Hon'ble Mr. Morison 'and briefly for two 
'Ieasons. In the first place, I submit that no foundation has been laid, no facts 
stated, wby the character of secrecy should be imposed upon .ill~or.mation . relat. 
ing to the matters mentioned, in clause (6). In the second place, the test 
prelcribe4 for determining whether a particular information does or does not come 
within the definition, is of such a vague character that if the case lI'ere carried 
into the Law Courts it would be extremely dift ~lt to procure a conviction 
. Prosecution might. be ~er  easy,' but conviction "auld be a remote chance indeed' 
With reference to what fell from the Hon'ble Sir Arundel  Arundel as to 'ha~ 
the intentions of Government were when the Act of 1889 was passed, I can only 
'lay that, whatever 'their intentions might have been, those intentions were not 
. carned out by the language used in the Act. If it was the intenticn of the 
Government that'civil affairs should be included within the scope of the Act of 
, 1889, the ",nguage was inadequate j at any rate on that occasion there were no 
facts mentioned lI'hich would justify the Go,ernment in including civil affairs 
within the scope of the Act, and I am bound to point out that up to the present 
, moment no facts have .been mentioned which would justify tho Government in 
including civil affairs within the scope of the present Bill." 
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The l-Ion'ble MR. GOKHALE said :-" I desire to say just one word in 
regard to what has fallen from the Hon~ble Member in charge of the Bill. 

The Hon'ble Member just now told us that the Act of 1889 was passed 

with the object of including civil affairs wi tbin its scope. We have Sir 

Andrew ScobJe's statement that the Act was merely a repetition of the 

English law passed on the same subject a year before, and in connection with 

the English law it was definitely stated by the Lord Chancellor in the House 

of Lords that the Act was intended to apply to naval and military purposes 
I)nly. The English law being thus intended and the Indian law being merely a 

repetition of the English law, 1 do not see how the Indian law could have 

been made to cover civil cases. Another point 1 would like to mention is 

that even under the law of 1889, supposing drat civil affairs were included 

within its scope, the only thing that was made penal was the publication of 
information wrongfully obtained. 

'0 By introducing the word' civil', however, in section 3, sub-section (2) 
(now sub-section (3)1, the Government secures an advance upon tJiat j the proposed 
amendment penalizes the publication of all confidential information, not merely 

wrongfully obtained, but flO matter how it was obtai.ned. The present Bill. 
tberefore, does not merely make clear the intention of the Act of 1889, but goos 

much further than that Act." 

The Hon'ble RAI SRI RAM BAHADUR, said :-"1 beg to support the 

amendment, moved by our Colleague the Hon'ble Mr. Morison, that in 

clause g 01 the Bill, as amended. in the proposed definition of I civil affairs,' sub-

clause (b) be omitted. 

I. My Lord, the Hon'ble Mover of the amendment has, in a "ell 
considered and elc.quent speech, said all that could be said in favour of the 

motion. With Your Lordship's permission I beg to offer a few remarks in 

support of the amendment • 

• , A consideration of the circumstances which led to the genesis of the 

Indian Official Secrets Act of 1889 will show that the proposal to bring civil 
affairs within the scope of the law will involve a departure from the principles on 
·.,hich the English prototype of the Indian Act of 1889 is based. 
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"At the time of introducing the Official Secrets Bill hi 1&3q, which arter-
wards became Act XV of the same year. the Hon'ble Mi", (now Sir) Andrew 

ScobIe said as follows :- ' 

'.Thill Bill' bas not origi~ated with the Government orJndia; it ia a mere re-enact-

mS ll~of al'l Act ~bich was passed during the last lession of Parliament to prevent the 
disclosure; by unauthorised persons, of official documents and information. This Act 

a,plies ~~ al part~ of ~e~ M~i~s~ 's dominionl, arid is therefore, alr~ad  in force in India,' 
but, it ha. been tb!)ught Jesirable to place it also on the Indian Statute Book, in order to 
give it p~blicit  and' ~o 'bring . its provisions into complete' b'arm')QY with our own 

syateRi 01 jlirisprud"nc" alld admlnistration.' 
'., {' 

Contin ing~ the then Law Member further said that the two alterations 

made in the Indian Bill were the doing away of the distinction between felonies 
and misdemeanours-terms not used in the Indian legislative e lactments~and 

the 'Substitution of the consent of Government for prosecutions under the Act 

in' place of that of. the' Attorney-General.. : In all other respects, it was observed 

by the Hon'hle Sir' Andrew ScobIe that the Bill followed the langbage of the 
E-nglish Statute. " -

.. '''The principal object of the passing of' the English'Stat~'te  as disclosed in 
the course of the debate in Parliament, was to prevent the disclosure of official 
documents and information relating to military and naval aJf~irs. 'In moving the 
secQnd reading or the Bill on the ~ th of March, 1889, the Attorney-General said 
that the Bill had been prepared unc}er the direction of the Secretary ~f State 

fqr,War, ' :~d the First Lord of J\d miralty, in order to punish the offence of ob~ain
ing information and communicating it against the interest of the State. 

II The real object of the English Act was made clear in the House of Lords 

b 't~e ' ord'CI ancellor (Baron Ha~sb r . ,He said .that the measure was 

intended for' those who facilitated the military operations :or ·other. countries. 

by giving copies of official documents. . 

'It provides,' he went on to say, 'for tbe plNliahment or those periODS who i either 

gire information to the enfmi~a of the country, or m~ e or comm i~te plaD', or s~etches 

01 rortr~Sles or: like. plares or disclose official secrets. 

II He then explained the meaning 'of official secrets in these words :-
. I 

, Another class of olfencell is the disclosure of official secrets: when a person who i, 
holding or has held office under Her Majcosty, or has in bis possession or control any offi-
cial document, should in like manner commuDicate with those who may become the 
Queen'. enemies, lev ere penalties are enaded.' 
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If It is' thus quite plain that two classes of ofJend<!rs were inlt:ncl"d to ·he 

brought under the opcrat.ion of the Act j first, those who betray the iJ l 're~t of the 

State by helping the military operations of His Majesty's ('nemi<:s, by supplying 

them with plans and sketches of fortresses and like plal·es. The olher c1:lss 

consists of officials only, and they are liable to severe punishmenr only when they 

disclose official documents to parties who may become the King's ('llC"11iC's. 

One can see at once lilat in order to bring home an offence under the English 

Act. it is essential thl't the offender should be proved to have communicatf'd 
official secrets to the enemie!i of the Sovereigri. My Lord, the above remarks 

will show that. the scope of the English Statute, and consequently that of the 

Indian Act, is chiefly confined to the disclosure of official secrets relating to mili. 

tary and naval affairs, and the betrayal of' Slid. secrets is made penal. The! 
definition of official secrets, proposed to be given in this Bill, if accepted by 
the Council, will go far to extend the scope of the original law on the 

subject. For these rE-ason! I support the motion now before the Council." 

The Bon'hle SIR EDWARD LAW said :-" The object of the amendment 

moved bv Iny Bon'ble Colleague is to restrict the definition of' civil aITairs' to 
foreign affa.irs. He assumes apparently that whilst military, naval, and diplomatic 

affairs require the protection of a special law, no such protection is required in 

matters of civil administration. I hope to be able to cOllvince him and any 
others whom a similar assumption may incline to opposition to the Bill before us, 

that the as~ mption is entirely erroneous, and all arguments ba.sed thereon must 
therefore necessarily fall to the ground. I am convinced that if anyone of my 

Colleagues who are now disposed to object to the Biil were to take my place for 

it few months in my Department, he would quickly ask that the public should be 

protected from the pcssibililY of wrongful disclosure of confidential informatio~. 
I am quite unable to understand what my Hon'ble Colleague means by saying 
that there is a divergence between the interests of the public 2nd the interests 
of the Government. Government. is the representative of the public, and my 

Hon'ble Colleagues at this table are in the same position as Government in 

representing the public today. They are speaking in the jnterests. of the public 
or in what they assume to be interests of the public whom they rf'prl!sent, and 

when we speak we speak in the same interests. My Hon'ble Colleague was not, 
I think, particularly happy in the selection of the incidents which he quoted of 

divergence of interests between the Government and the public. He alluded to 
the possibility of conversions, and he said that it would be in the interest of :t 

certain section-these were his words-of the public that this inform1' inn shoulll 

be publ,ishcd or should get abroad. I sho'Jld like to know what is '.h~ section to 
whose interest'S it would be: it could only be in the interests of thai. ~ect Cln of 
the public who desired to make money at the expense of the public, out or their 
informalion. 
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-"There must always be numerous cases in which the disclosure of confi-

dential documents indicating the grounds on which actiOn is being considered 

or has been decided upon in the Finance Department, mlJst necessarily prove 

I!eriously prejudicial to those public interests ~hich it m~st be the desire of 
every Member of this Council to protect, and I will give some examples of the 

clan of cases where ~he premature publication or disclosure to individuals of 

confide.ntial documents would inevitably h~ve a'most harmful result. 

" As is well known, there· is constant and considerable speculation in 
Go,"ernment Rupee Paper, and at a certain period of the year that speculation 
is based on what are assumed to be the intentions of Government as regards the 
amount of the loan which it is int~nded to issue at a futltre date, whilst, when the 
date of issue approaches~ fresh speculation arises on the price which it is sup-
posed that Government will accept for tenders. Such speculations lead to the 

manipulation of the market in a sense adverse to the interests of the general 
public, and it is therefore of great importance that the intentions of Government 
should .not be disclosed . 

. " Again, we have, for some months past, as you are doubtless aware, been 
purchasing silver for coinage into rupees, and such purchases, as all business 
men will fully nderstan~  must be conducted with great circumspection and as 

much secrecy as possib ~. The silver market is a very fluctuating one, the price 
varying in a few days by as much as 6 to 8 per cent., and it i. a market so well 
controlled by a certain group of speculators that the Iinowledge that the Gov-
ernn;Jent of India requires to immediately purchase, say, £500;000 worth of silver, 
is quite sufficient to raise the price in the London market to an extent causing a 
loss of possibly £30,000 to £40,000 to the tax-payer, whose interests it is our 
duty to protect. It is impossible to take decisions on such a question without 

receiving and considering the reports and opinions of the officials direotly con-
cerned, and such reports and opinions must necessarily pass through the hands 
of a number of officials, anyone of whom could profitably be offered what 
would be to him a small fortune for the disc o~ re of the intentions of Govern-

ment. 

. "But silver is not the only thing purchased by the Finance Department j 
it has also to consider both the necessity of purchase and the terms on which 

it is prudent to buy lands. railways, dnd other property of considerable value i 
and in all such cases it is self~evident that if the sellers should be prematurely 

Informed as to our intentions. the information acquired. would be used to 
the detriment of the tax-payer. And what would the commercial "o'rld ~a  
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if, when we received tenders from rival firms competing for a contract, the 
terms of the offers received were disclosed to interested parties, and we could 
only fold our hands and say that, even' were the offender discovered, we had 
neglected to provide ourselves with sufficient power to secure his adequate 
punishment? 

" The Finance Department is in all such matters In t he posItion of the 
business man contemplating a transaction and preparing for a deal, and the last 
thing that a business man would desire is the disclosure of his hand to the 
parties with whom he was negotiating or proposing (0 negotiate. There is, 
however, this difference between the situation of a Government Department and 
that of the business man undertaking a business. The commercial man keeps 
his counsel to himself, carefully avoids committing his ideas and decisions to 
paper, and trusts no one but his partner and perhaps a special confidential 
clerk, whilst the heads of a Government Department are obliged, by their special 
responsibility to the public, to carefully record every reason for intended action, 
and unfortunately to c.over pages of foolscap with' opinions and arguments for 
and against any contemplated transaction, before definitely deciding to move in 
the matter. 

" Finally, there is the question of modifications af excise·dues and of 
duties on articles of importation. It must surely be recognised that .when 
Government is contemplating any reduction or enhancement of such duel or 
duties, it is before all things essential that no intimation of their actual intentions 
should get abroad until the moment of decisive action. Had it been known 
a year ago that Government had decided to reduce the salt-tax by 8 annas, 
from a certain date, the result could not have failed to be thr.t stocks of 
salt in the hands of every dealer in the country WQuld have been allowed 
to run down to an extent whirh would ha,·e led to a temporary famine in the 
article, and caused great inconvenience by enhancing the price to consumers. 
Such an important decision could not be taken without "oluminous correspondence 
and notes, not orily in the Finance Department, but also with local authorities 
consulted on the question, and with the.Secretary of State in England. Similarly, 
should it be contemplated to increase the duty on any important imported 
article of general consumption, it is manifest that the speculator who had 

. succep.ded in an unlawful manner in obtaining information as to the plans of 
Government, would make large profits out of his knowledge. to the prejudice of 
the public. 

" I"could multiply instances, but I am unwilling to take up the time of 
Council, and I ~·ill only mention one more of the numerf)U!l cases in which lhe 
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interests of the public as represented by the Finance Department may be 
seriously imperilled by· the communication of information. It is well known that 
the question o( the introduction of counterfeit rupees" into circulation is one 

which has for some time past been engaging our very serious attention. We are 

.' taking every means in our power to discover where counterfeit rupees are 
manufactured and by what agencies they are distributed. Now, what would be 
the ·result were it to become known to the public through the agency of enter-

prising journalism that· the result of our enquiries had led us to believe t hat we 
had discovered an important centre of manufacture or distribution t Evidently 

·that the criminals, being warned in. time, would take measures to avoid 
detection, and that our endea~o rs to check illegal coinine would be 
frustrated. . 

" I do not say that, to n1y certain knowledge, Government has been 
betrayed by the wrongful action of employes in connec:tion with any of· the 

questions I have indicated, but there have been suspicious circumstances, and 

anyone who calmly considers the situation; must admit that existing laws 
and regulations do not give us the necessary power to coPe with the danger. 
It is highly to the credit of the official staff that, having regard to the enormous 
and ·constant temptation to secure illegal gai~s  and, even leaving criminal 
intention out of the question, to satisfy personal vanity by indiscreet com-
munications, we have. escaped any serious scandal; but I must repeat the 
admission that there have been occasionally distinctly suspicious circumstances. 
and there are gentlemen in this room, who, assuming that such suspicious 
circumstances necessarily indicated guilt, have severely. criticised what they 
assumed to be a culpable laxity of control in the matter. We ask 

today to be put in a position to insure effective control in the only manner 
in which it is possible, and that is by making it clear that neither the tempted 
emplo ~ nor his tempter can escape the penalties of the law if his guilt, be 
established in the eyes of the judicial authorities of the land. A suspected 
official can of course be punished departmentally,-we prefer t~at he should be 
pronounced innocent or guilty by t"e established Courts of stic~ -and whilst 
arbitrary action is rendered impossible by the ample safeguards in the provisions 
of the Bill, we hope that in serious cases we may be enabled to secure, through 
the Courts, the punishment of the tempter as well of the tempted. I cannot 
believe that .anyone would seriously wish to confine punishment to the tempted 
Government olIicial, whilst allowing the gre~ter culprit. the tempter, to e:;cape 
scot-free, and it should be understood that without the prC!sent Bill we must 
remain in the position of being able to ~ nish only the less guilty o~ the two 

partie$. 
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.. It has been suggested that. if private banks and firms are able to 

control their mplo ~s  G()vernment should be able to cIo the same without 

recourse to special legislative measures j but I have shown that the opportunities 

for acquiring eonfidential information are necessarily infinitely greater in a 

Government Department than in a private office. and moreover the value of stich 

information to interested individuals is incomparably gr~ater. whilst cases arc not 

unknown in which even private establishments have suffered heavy Joss through 
breach of trust in the matter of disclosing information. It has been specially 
suggested to us to day that the control might be established in a more efficient 
manner by certain measures that were specified and which, I am astonished to 

find, included amongst them the placing of police-constables in the corridors of 
public offices. I remember that on the first occasion when this Bill was brought 
before Council, one of , my Hon'ble Colleagues made one of his 1II0st magnificent 

periods by declaiming against the danger of his being summarily arrested and 

charged as a criminal if he ventured to endeavour to see me in my office. 

II The Department over which I have the honour to preside is always 

desirous to take the public into its confidence as far as possible. but I trust 

that I have sufficiently established that there is a real necessity for the protection 

of public interests in the matter of wrongful disclosure of confidential information, 
and that it is frequently imperative that secrecy should be strictly observed for 
a time,' and I therefore strongly urge the adoption of the Bill. 

II Some of our would-be candid friends and constant critics have. I presume 
under the influence of serious misapprehension. allowed their imagination to run 
riot in dreams of fanciful processions to ice-bound dungeons. and of a vern~ 

ment  of India suddenly being transformed by the passing of this Bill into 

a band of raving lunatics i but now that certainly many. and I hope all, 
misapprehensions have been removed. I think that we may reasonably ask for a 
little calmness in the consideration of a very important business measure.·aud 
that, as the result of such calm consideration, the public spirit and patriotism of 

all Hon'ble Members of this Council will lead th~m to support a Dill which· is 
proposed in the sole interest of the public whom they represent." 

The Hon'ble MR. RAI.EIGH said :-" I should like to add a few words on the 
questions which have been raised as to the history and true construction of the 
Act of Parliament passed in t 889. and of the Act which we now propose to amend. 
My Hon'ble Colleagues Mr. Gokhalc and Rai Sri Ram "ahadur have referred 
to certain .tatements made by the present Lord Chancellor, which would be 

authoritative, if they were complete j but I feel tolerably certain that the quota-
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tions are made from an imperfect report. We have before us here the debates 
of the House of Lords, and it seems clear that Her· Majesty's Government 
intended their Act to extend to political matters i it is equally clear from our 
Proceedings that Lord Lansdowne and his Council were of the same opinion. 
The Hon'ble Dr. Mukhopadhyaya says that, if it was intended to include civil 
affairs, the intention was not carried =out i that our Act does not extend to them. 
I do not set my, own opinion on the point of law against that of my Hon'ble 
Colleague, but when I tell him that Sir Griffith Evans advised against th,e view 
for which he has contended, Dr. Mukhopadhyaya will at least admit that the 
point is doubtful, and that we should be wise in taking this opportunity of 
clearing it up. 

"1 do not dwell on these preliminaries, because the question for Council 
is not what was done in 1889, but what ought to be done now. Is our 
proposal, to include civil affairs generally in the Bill, a fait and reasonable 
one as we contend, or is it unfair and oppressive, as the Hon'ble Mr. Morison 
has endeavoured to show?" Mr. Morison wishes to exclude from the purview 
of this Bill all our correspond~nce with Native States, and all business connected 
with·the civil administration. 1 differ from him on both points. In regard to 
Native States, it seems to me that my Hon'ble Colleague misconceives the 
situation with which we have to deal. It is incorrect to compare the Ru'ler 
of a Native State with a Lieutenant-Governor or the Commissioner of a 
division. He is not an officer under our orders j within his own limits, he 
exercises an independent authority, historical in its origin, and protected by 
conventions which the Government of India cannot alter at its mere will and 
pleasure. These conventions are not, strictly, international, but I have said 
enough to show tbat our correspondence with Native Princes posse,nes a 
diplomatic character, and that we are bound to treat them with special consi-
deration and courtesy. If we exclude them from the purview of this Bill, we 
shall not br: consulting their dignity or their convenience. 

II I turn now to the sphere of civil administration. It is very easy to make 
points in debate by selecting any of the innumerable trifles which make up the 
routine business of a pu blic office, and asking which of these are to be matters 
of State under this Bill. This argument might be in point if this Act were 
part of the ·ordinary law, which any officer of Government can set in motion. 
But it is in fact a special law, only to be set in motion by Government itself. I 
am far from supposing that GovernlT'ent is infallible, but I hold that Government 
may be trusted to decide, on its own responsibility, what matters are, and what 
are not, so important as to ju!tify a prosecution under this Act. Th~ final 
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decision, of. course, is with the Judge or Magistrate wbo tries the ease. Arter 
tbe speech of my Hon'ble friend Sir Edward Law, I need not adduce any 
further evidence to show that in each of the great departments the public 
interest requires that our confidential Jlapers should receive a reasonable measure 
of protection. These, I think, are the main objections to the amendment, and 
they are sufficient to justify the Council in rejecting it." 

. His Excellency THE PRESIDENT said :-" Before putting the motion to the 
Council, I must add a word. The excellent speeches delivered by my Hon'ble 
Colleagues on the right and left have dispensed me from saying much from the 
point of view of Government j but I desire to make one observation from the 
point of view of the Bill itself and of its future. If the Hon'ble Mr. Moriso~'s 
motion were carried, the motion would be fatal to the Bill. He has argued that 
the civil affairs under sub·clause (b), to which he refers, are not of major 
importance, and that their protection is not essential to the interests of the 
State. After some slight experience now 'of the Government of this country, 
I must beg respectfully but cmphatically to disagree with him, and I sub-
mit that probably we, who are Members of the Government, are better qualified 
to express an opinion on a matter sneh as this tban he. The Hon'ble· 
Sir Edward Law has given us a most convincing illustration of the class of cases 
connected with the Department which he administers so well, that ought to 
receive-fhat are entitled to receive-protection in any civilised State. I need 
not add anything to what he said upon that point. The~ comes the category 
of questions relating to Native States. Upon this matter I have perhaps a right 
to speak with some authority, and I say deliberately and with a full sense of 
responsibility that I can conceive of nothing more unfortunate than that th~ 
relations of the Government of India. which in reality means the Viceroy, with 
the NatiYe Princes of India, relations prized by both of them, and in the vast 
majority of cases honourable to both of them, should be made the subject of 
disclosure and discussion in the Press with absolute impunity. Such a condi-
tion of affairs would not merely be distasteful to us, but would be repugnant to 
them, and would- be injurious to the interests of the State. The Hon'ble 
Mr. Morison submits to us an alternative suggestion. He says, instead of pro-
viding the protection which you are so anxious t9 secure under the Bill, exhaust 
every device you can for improving your Departmental administration. Woll, 
this is sound enough advice over the limited range to which it extends, but how, 
I would ask, could a superior staff of chaprasis or policenien protect the Gov-
ernment of India from the illicit disclosure of con6dential information, we will 
say,.ab&ut the succession to a Native State, about the administra~on of justice 
inside it, or about the condition nf its finances? However, the point upon which 
I desire to lay stress before Hon'ble Members yote is this, that if the Hon'ble 
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Member's motion were carried, this Bill would be reduced to a n1,l1lity, because 

ci"il affairs would be left, it is true, but they would be co,:,fined to the relations 

only between the British Government or the Government of India and Foreign 

countries. 'In that case we might just as well drop the Bill altogether, because 
to lay-down that the only civil affairs that require protection are those relating 
to the exceedingly exiguous class that I have described would be manifestly 
absurd. 1 therefor~ think that the Council may with confidence throw out the 
motion of the Hon'ble Member." 

The motion was put and negatived. 

The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUKHOPADHVAVA mo'(ed that in clause. 2 
of'the Bill as amended, in the proposed definition of "civil affairs It, in sub-
clause (b), the following words be omitted, namely :-

" affecting the r~. ation. of the Governor GeDeral in Council witb any Native State in 
India, or ". 

He said :-" When I drafted this amendment I ~aref ll  excluded all reference 
to financial questions expressly with a view to disarm all criticism from my 
Hon'ble friend Sir Edward Law. I was in hopes that, so limited, it might prove 
acceptable to the Council, but I find I was very much mistaken. I confess 
that it does require a certain amount of courage to put this amendment 

to the Council after what has fallen from Your Excellency, but I regret I 
am unable to fall in with the view that the publication of information 
regarding the civil relations between, the Government of India and the 
Native States should be penalised in the manner proposed in the Bill. It is 
conceivable that such publications may sometimes prove to be a source of 
serioua inconvenience to individual officials concerned in transactions which will 
not bear the light of day j but I venture to point out that it would be a 
distinct advantage, not only to a Native State, but also to the Government of 
India, that the civil relations between the two' should be of such a character 
as would stand the closest scrutiny. Surely, if they are of the character I have. 
described, honest criticism need not be feared. If, on the other hand, these, 
relations are of a very different. complexion, the fullest. and the freest public 
iiscussion ought to be welcomed. So far as the materials have been placed 
before this Council, not the slightest foundation has been laid, in fact, for 
the position that the publication of information regarding Native States ought 
to be restricted. Till the necessity for the new provision is established with 
reasonabl!3 clearness, I am unable to accept a new provision of this sweep,ing 
character merely because it ill aescrted that such a provision is ne$=essary or 
desirable." 
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The Hon/ble SIR ArwNDu. ARUNDE'L said :-" The Hon'blc Member 
,,'auld exclude from the definition of • civil affairs I all matters affecting the 
relations of the Governor General in Council with any Native Slate in India, 
even when the limitation is laid down that the affairs are of such a confidential 
nature that the public interes~s would suffer by their disclosure. To my mind 
it would be a scandal if at a time when we are passing a Bill like this we did not 
ensure lhe safety of the confidential relations between Government and the 
Native States: but after the remarks (If His E,:cellency and the Hon'ble 1\1 r. 
Raleigh on the previous amendment I think it quite unnecessary (or me to say 
anything more." 

The motion was put and negatived. 

The Hon'ble DR. AsuTOSH MurulOPADHYAVA moved that in clause 2 of 
the Bill as amended. in the proposed definition of" civil affairs", in sub-clause 
(h), before the word .. relatiQns II the word 1/ civil" be inserted. He said:-
.. If the definition is so amended it will read thus :-

I (7) I. civil affaira II meaas affaira-

* * * • * 
(6) affecting the civil relatioaa of the Goveraor General ia Council with any 

Native Shte in ladia, or relating to the public debt or the filcal arrange-
ments of the Goverameat of India or any other matters of State, where these 
affairs are of luch a confidential aature that the public intere.t would 
suffer by their disclosure.' . 

.. The only reason that I need assign for this amendment is that civil affairs 
ought to mean r civil relations' and ought not to include military relation's. It 
seems to me that it is an improper use of language to include military matters 
under the term • civil affairs'." 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL A,RUNDEL said :_U Unfortunately, if this word 
is included, the military matters would not be included among affairs relating to 
Native States, which would be protected by the Bill, because the military and 
naval matters which are protected are those relating to His Majesty's forces, 
and in addition to the military affairs which would be excluded, political affairs 
would also be put into the same category. This is the same amendment as the 
preceding one witb a small portion of it whittled away. After what has been 
said on the two previous motions I think it is unnecessary (or me to say more." 

The l')otion was put and negatived. 

Tlie Hon'ble Ma. GOIUlALI!: moved that' in clause ~ of the Bill 
as amended, in the proposed definition of .. civil affairs ", in sub-clause 
(h) the words rr or any other matters of State II be omitted. He said:-
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U Government are. no doubt' aware that these are ,the words to which 

the greatest exception has been taken both by, the Press and by public aAlIO-

, ciations in the country, and if this proposal to omit them is accepted, the 
greater part of the opposition to this measure will, I think, disappear. 0", the 
other hand, if the words are retained, they will render the attempted defini-
tion of I civil affairs' practically valueless, by conferring on Government 
, almost as wide and dangerous a power to interfere with the liberty of the Press 
~s under the original Bill. My Lord, \ ~ definition is no definition unless it 
specifies, or at any rate indicates with some degree of definiteness, what it is that 

is !ntended to be incl~ded within its scope, so that a person of average inteJli-

gence may have no difficulty in understanding that scope. ~ In the present case, 
this tellt fails altogether on account of the use of such vague and aU-embracing 
words as • ~n  other matters of State' in this attempted definition. I. see 
that the Hon'ble ,Sir Arundel Arundel has given notice of an amendment to 

insert the word I important' before the words • matters of State'. • Any other 
important matters of State' is, however, as. vague and may be made as ~ I

embracing as the expression I any other matters of State,' and I do not think 
the Hon'ble Member's amendment will improve matters in any way. It may 
be argued; as the Hon'ble Member did when presenting the Report of the 
Select Committee, that the definition of I civil affairs', even as it stands, need 
cause no apprehension i because, 'before any conviction is, obtained, Govern-
ment would have to prove (I) that the information published was ofsucb a confi-
dential nature that the public interest bad suffered by its disclosure i (.11) that 
it had been wilfully tlisclosed ; and (3) that the person disclo!oing ,it knew that 

in the interest of the State he ought not to have disclosed it at that time. Npw, 
my Lord, these safeg ar~s look very well on paper; but I fear in practice they 
will not be found very effective. When the Government come forward, to 
. prosecute a newspaper on the ground that it had dilclosed confidential' inform-
ation relating to matters of State and that such disclosure had harmed public 
interests, I am afraid a great many Magistrates in India will require n9 other 
proof than the opinion of Government to hold that the' information published 
was confidential and that it had prejudicially affected the interests of the S'tate. 
As regards wilful communication, that too will be held to be established as a  , 
matter of course. unless the newspaper proves that the publication was due to 
inadvHtence: The knowledge on the part of the editor that such publication 
should not have been made at that time in the interests of the State will, no 
doubt, strictly speaking, be more dimcult to prove, but Magistrates of the 
average type in India, in the peculiar relation in which they stand to th" ~ e

cutive Government, will not be very reluctant to presume such knowledge from 
the fact that the information published was regarded by Government as con-
fidential and from otht:r. attendant circumstances. Let me take. as an ill stra~ 
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tion, the publication last year by some of the. Indian newspapers of a confidential 

circular addressed to railway authorities in this country by the Under-Secretary 

to the Government of India in the Public WOl·ks Department in the matter of 
the wider employment of Europeans and Eurasians. My Lord, in the statement 

made by Your Lordship in December last on the subject of tht Official Secrets 

Bill, 'iour Lordship was pleased to state that I had direclly attributed the intro-

duction of this Bill to the annoyance caused to Government by the publication 

of this circular. May I respectfully ask leave to correct this misapprehension? 

I had mentioned this circular only to illustrate my mC!aning as to the distinction 

which I thought Government might make between civil mallers of smaller ~nd 

of greater importance. My exact words were I It may be said that, while Gov-' 

eroment have no objection to the unauthorized publication of official news of 
minor importance, they certainly want to prevent the publication of papers such 

as the con dent~al circulars about the wider employment of Europeans and 

Eurasians in the public service, which were publisht=d by some of the Indian 
papers last year.' .:. And later on, when I spoke of the annoyance caused to the 
officers of Government, I spoke of I the annoyance caused by tbe publication of 

circulars such as were made public last year! I had thus used the circular only 
for the purpose of an illustration, and I beg leave to use it for a similar purpose 
again today. It is probable that as this circular had been issued without Your 
Lordship's knowledge or the knowledge of the Member in charge of Public Works, 

as stated by Your Lordship on a previous occasion, Government would not 
sanction a prosecution in this case i but supposing for the sake of argument that 
they did, how would the matter stand? Government might urge that the publica-
tion of the circular had inflamed the minds of many Hindus, Muhammadans and 

Parsis against the Government and had thus led to increased disaffecti.,n in the 
country. And if the trying Mag,istrate came to accept this "iew, the task of the 
prosecution would be comparatively simple. Th'e injury to public interests would 

be held to lie in the alleged increased disaffection, and the circular being con-
fidential, the Magistrate would have no difficulty in holding that the publication 
was wilful; and the editor would be presumed to have known what the conse-
quences of such a publication would be. It may be that on an appeal to the High 
Courts or similar authority. the conviction may be set aside. But the worry and 
e.xpense caused to the editor by such a prosecution might, in themselves, prove a 
heavy p nishm~nt  especially when it is remembered that the prosecution would 
have behind it all the prestige, power and resources of the Government. Even if 
no pros$!cution were actually instituted by the Government under the proposed 
legidation, the mere fact that the Government was armed wiLh the power to 
prosecute cannot fail to affect prejudicially the liberty of the Press in this 
country. My Lord, nowhere throughout the British Empire is the Government 
so powerful relatively to the governed as in India. Nowhere, ,?" the other hand, 
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is the Press so weak in influence, as it is with us. The vigilance of the Press is 

the only check that operates from outside, feebly, it is 'true, but continuously, 

upon the conduct of the Government which is subject to no popular control. It 

is here therefore, if anywher'e, that the Legislature should show special consi-
deration to the Press, and' yet' here alone it is proposed to arm Government with 

a greater power to con~rol the freedom of the Press than in any other part of the 

Empire. My Lord, we often hear Government complaining of the distrust shown 
by the people in this country and of the people complaining of the Government 

not'trusting them enough. In such a situation, where agaiJl the question is 

further complicated by a tendency on the part of the Government to attach undue 

importance to race or class considerations, the wisest and safest and most states-
man-like course for it is to conduct its civil administration as far as possible 
in the light of day •• The Press is in one sense, like the Government, a custodian 

of public interests, and any attempt to hamper its freedom bY,repressive legislation 

is bound to affect these interests preiudicially and cannot fail, in the end to react 

upon the position of the Government itself. My Lord, I fear, that the retention 
of tbe words' or any otber matters of State' in the definition of • civil affairs' 

will unduly curtail the liberty of the Press in India, and I therefore move that 

these words be omitted from the definition." 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARUNDEL said :~  I regret that I cannot accep~ 

this amendment. Besides the affairs of Native States and those relating to' th~ , 
public debt and other fiscal arrangements, there are many other matters of State, 
from personal qllestions to inquiries, say, into systematic counterfeiting of coin and 

movements of possible sedition or foreign conspiracy, which every Government 

may have to consider and which may have to be kept secret either permanently 

or for a season. 

II The amendment would go beyond what is now permitted in Courts of law. 

By sections 123 and 124 of the Indian Evidence Act no one shall be per-
mitted to give any evidence derived from unpublished official records relating to 
any affairs or State without qualification or limitation, except llI·ith the permis-

sion of the officer at the bead of the depaitment concerned, who shall give or 
\\ ithhold such permission as he thinks fit. And no public officer shan be com-

pelled to disclose communications made to him in official confidence. when he 
considt.rs that the public interests would suffer by the disclosure. Thus under 

the Evidence Act individual officials are empo\\ered to decide whether the public 
interests would suITer by publicity. Under tne Bill now before Council th~ matter 
is one that must be decided by the Court on evidence put berore it. Moreover, 

the expression • matters of State' is strictly limited to affairs • of such a 

confidential nature that the public interest would suffer by their disclosure.' 
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"If the disclosnre had been made it would he for the prosecution to show 

how the public interests might suffer or had suffered; a suggestion was made 

that the certificate' of a suitablo public officer should be made evidence of the 

injury to the public interellts ; but this was rejt!cted .1I1IJ the matter has been left 

to the deci~ion of the Court. The Hon'blt! Mr. Gokhale will rememher how \l'e 

3ttempted in Select Committee to framp. a comprehensive definition of civil affairs 

with('ut success, and we have had to f;llI back on the:: general definition embodied 
in the Bill. Trijlint matters are not • matters of State,' but as there seems to be 
some fear that Government might so regard them I am rendy to move an amend-

ment to introduce the word I important' to qualify' affairs of State '. 

"With regaJ:d to the Public Works Circular of last year, all [can say is that 

if such a circular could have been issued by Government I am perfectly certain 
Government would never dream of prosecution in connection 'with it. The 

vie-'~ts expressed by the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale and Dr. Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya 

are evidently different. The Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale is unde:r great apprehensions 

tha't a prosecution would be followed by conviction, and that the only safeguard 

"ould be an appeal to the High Court. The Hon'ble Dr. Asutosh Mukhopa-

dhyaya, on the other hand, let the cat out of the bag just now when he said that 
the ·cha·nce of a conviction was very remote jndeed." 

The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUKHOPADH""AYA said :-"1 desire to support 
this amendment, which is identical wiih the next amendm~nt which stands 

against my name. The reason for this amendment is ob\'ious, as the words to 
which l bike exception almost completely destroy the value and utility of the 

definition proposed. As soon as an endeavour is made to define the term • civil. 

affairs,' it must be upon the admission that the term is vague and does stand in 
need of a definition. The definition, howl::ver, becomes a delusion, if, in addition 

to the mention of two or three specific cases, it contains words of a general 

character which make the definition all embracing; such a definition, I venture to 

think, is rightly open to the charge of being a definition which defil)es nothing at 

all. One of the greatest legislators who ever sat in this Council laid it down, as 

the first principle of legislation, that we must have uniformity when we can have 

it, diversity when we must have it, but in all cases certainty. It would be diffi-
cult to conceive of another definition of civil affairs more uncertain than the one 

proposed in the Bill. It is impossible to say, with any approach to certainty. 
what is or is not included in the characteristically vague e'Kprcssion' any other 

matters of State.' But whatever vagueness may be admissible in other depllrt-

ments of tne law, the law of crimes is undoubtedly the last  place where any such 

vagueness ought to be tolerated, specially when it is desired to create new 
offences. If we are not in a position to use language more precise, we ought to 

be content with the specific enumeration already contained in the defil)ilion," 
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The Hon'ble RAI DAHADUR BIPIN KRISHNA B<;>slt said :-" To have a 

clear conception of the change in the law, which would result from the retention 

of the words • any olher matters of State' in the definitidn of • civil aRairs,' 

it will be convenient to state very briefly, upon a cO,nsideration of the provisions 
of the Act alone and untrammelJed by anything s:lid in Parliament or in this 
Council, the existing law regarding disclosure of information other than that 

relating to naval or military affairs. It is an offence (a) for any person wilfully 
and without lawful authority to make public any document or information, which 
has been obtained by an act which is an offence under the Act, and (b) for any 

person wilfu!1y and in breach of confidence reposed or contrary to his official 

duty to communicate any document or information to any persoll to whom it 
ougtt not to be'communicated. 

" In both cases the communication or publication must be contrary to the 
~ interest of the State,' which, I presume, is the same thing as the I public 

interest.' 

II The abetment of these acts is also an offence under the Indian Penal Code. 

II The Bill proposes to penalise unauthorised publication of any document or 

information relating to civil affairs, in 7IIhainer manner the same has been 
obtained, and not, as now, when the same bas been obtained by an act which 
the Statute declares to be an offence. This expansion of the sphere within which 
the law would operate would place the public Press under a disability it does not 
now labour under. It has, however, been stated that the provisions of the Act, 
read with the definition of I civil affairs' as proposed, would give all the 
protection that the Press can legitimately claim in this respect. Now, the cor:-

dition that the publication must be shown to have been wilful can scarcely be 
regarded as a real safeguard in the case of a newspaper, for anything appearing 
in its.pages must be held to have been wiUully published, in the absence of 
evidence to the contrary. The other two safeguards, when analysed, resolve 
themselves into the same elementary question, namely, whether the p blicat~on 

h?-s injuriously affected the public interest. It has been rightly stated that this 
is a matter which it will be the function of the Court to decide on the merits of 
each individual case. But the initiation of a  prosecution 2.nd a conviction follow-
ing a prosecution are two different things. For the former, the view which the 
Government will take will be the sole determining factor, even though that view 
may not ultimately find acceptance in the Court. Now, the qualifying words 
constituting the condition rererred to above are so general and elastic that the 
opinion of the Government'mllst always be an unknown quantity, and t:.e news-
papers will have to submit to the risk (If that opinion differing from their' own. 
Considering the disparity which e i t~ between the facilities which the State 
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with its resources will command in prosecuting and those which the offending 
newspaper will ordinalily bt' in a position to secure for the ddenl'e, it ('an hardlY 

be denied that this liability to be made an accused in a Crown prose-cution ",ill 

operate as a powerful dderrent. The question thus resolves itself into this, 

is it for the public good that the liberty the Press now cnjo)'s stlC'uld be thus 

curtailed in order that the Government might elljoy a Jilrgt'r Illeasure of 

protection for their civil affairs generally than what the existing law gives? 

My view is embodied· in the note we have submitted with the Report of the 
Select Committee and nothing has transpired since to induce me to alter my 

opinion. 

II Regarding the provisions of the Evidence Act to which reference w<!s made, 

I may be permitted to point out that they deal with cases where a private party calls 
an officer of Government as a witness with a view to put in evidence some official 

document. In suth cases, the officer concerned is 'made the sole and final judge 

as to whether .the document called for should or should not be produced. It 

must be so, for to gh'e the Court the pOlver to decide the question wou!d necessi-

tate the production of the document in dispute with a view to its inspection by the 

Court so that it might give its decision thereon. But to allow this to be done 

would be to defeat the very object which the Legislature had in view in enacting 
. the sections r~ferred to, namely, to protect from disclosure official papers ~hich the 

Government considered should not be made public for the benefit of any' private 
litigant. These considerations cannot apply to cases arising under the Official 
Secrets Act, where a dQeument would already ha\'e been made public, alld the so)e 
question for decision would be whether such publication was or was not injurious 

to the public interest. The opinion cf the offictr of Government could not in 
such a case be conclusive. " 

The Hon'ble NAWAB SAIYID MUHAN.\IAD· said :-" My Lord, I wish to 
say a word in support of this amendment. The expression • any other matteu of 
State' appears to me very vague and must have the effect of conferring a wide 

power on the Government at the' initial stage of setting the law in lIlotion. 

Whether the law will be moved effectively or otherwise is a question that will 
arise at a later stage, and it is only then that the saving provision of proof to the 
satisfaction of the Court will come in. The main question for us to consider is 
~hether such a broad legislative provision with the pote~tialities it must neces-

sarily carry, is consistent with the full and free public discussion of affairs essen-
. I h II b  . 10k f h  G d hiS" ••• ,hiS t.a to t "! we -emg a leo t  e overnment an t e peop e. Ittl1l8 
Council we cannot disregard the weighty words of re<lsoned pr .. ~st that. ha~c 
been coming in from allsidt:s and which have not been cOl1c .. ed to any partlC~ r 
section of the communityo Since the amendment ",r the Bill by the Se ect 
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Committee this note has not perceptibly abated in volume, and this is due to the 

feeling of insecurity inspired by the ambiguous and comprehensive definition 
of I civil affairs.' II . . 

The Hon'ble MR. RALEIGH said :-" If any of my Hon'ble and learned 
colleagues would like to try his hand at a definition of I civil affairs', I shall 

have a certain artistic pleasure in perusing and criticising the result. When we 

came to frame the definition in the Bill, we found that the number and variety 

of subjects to be covered must preclude any attempt at an exhaustive enumera-

tion~ We therefore proceeded so far by way of enumeration, and then 

added the general words now undet' discussion. It has been contended that 

the general words have no meaning i and the Hon'ble Dr. Mukhopadhyaya 

says that our enumeration is not sufficient. I think my Hon'ble  colleague 

forgets for the moment the rule called the eiusdem gmeris rule. When you 
have certain matters specifically mentioned, and then general words following, 

the general words are construed with reference to what goes before. Put in the 

word I important', which the Hon'ate Member in charge of the Bill proposes 

to add, and then read the definition without prejudice j you will see that it 
gives sufficient guidance, to Government in the fir:lt place and then to the 

Courts, as to the class of affairs to which this Bill is intended to apply. The 
'Hon'ble Mr. Bose argues that the opinion of Government as to what is a 
nlatter of State, and what is important, may not be the same as the opinion 
of the independent journalist. That is quite true, bllt the opinion which prevails 
in the long run is neither that of Government, nor that of the critic of Govern-

ment, but the opinion of the Judge by whom the case is tried • 

.. The Hon'b1e Mr. Gokhale indeed suggests that the wishes of Govern· 

ment will guide our Magistrates in their conFtruction of the Act, or, in other 

words, that accused persons will not have a fair trial. I know something, by this 
time, of our subordinate judicial officers, and on their behaU I deeply resent the 
language which Mr. Gokhale has thought fit to use. Our Courts, both High 
Courts and local Courts, have always prized their independence j it is the desire 
and the duty of Government to respect that feeling. There is, so far as I am 
aware, no ground for this general charge, thrown out in unquali6ed terms against 

a large body of public servants. 

II Mr. Gokhale further contends that, even if prosecutions under the Act are 

few, the mere fact that Government is empowered to prosecute will hamper the 
• ·· .. 'lom of the Press. I wilt answer this, not with an abstract argument, but 
by referrlhl; ..... my own experience. Some time ago I was placed in c~arge of 
a Dep<lrtment m tntl {',;vy Council Office which had constant relations with the 
confidential Government l' ~ss. We never prosecuted under the Official Secrets 
Act, but we knt"w it was there, and l think the knowledge was IJseful in thl;: 
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rase of the 10"'cr rank of sllborninates. They understood that tampering ",ith 

official documents was not merely a departl)1ental affair, but might turn out to 

be criminaL But as for the Press, no gentleman connected with it evor has 
occasion to consider the Official Secrets Act j if you suggested to a London 

i~ rnalist that he must be sadly hampered by its provisions, he would regard the 
suggestion as an insult. In like manner I should say with confidence that no 
h~nest journalist in India has anything to fear from the provisions of this Bill." 

The Hon'ble MR. GOKHALK said :-" I beg leave to say just onc word 
with regard to what has fallen from the Hon'ble Mr. Raleigh. He said that he 

resented the suggestion made by me that many of the Subordinate Magistrates in 

this country might construe the provisions of this Act in a manner unduly favour-

able to the proseclJtion 'and that accused persons might not have a fair trial when 
Ihe prosecution was started by Government. All I can say is that if the Hon'ble 
Member will occasionally glance at the judgments of High Courts, as reported 

in the newspapers, and read the observations which the Judges from time to 
lime feel themselves constrained to make on the conduct of subordinate Magis-

trates, he will find that there is more than justification for the fears tbat' I have 
expressed." '.'" 

The Council divided:-

Ayes--7. 

The Hon'ble Dr. Asutosh Mukhopa": 

dhyaYa. 
The Hon'ble Rai Bahadur Bipin 

Krishna Bose. 

The Hon'ble Dr. Ramkrishna Gopal 
Bhandarkar. 

The Hon'ble Mr. T. Morison. 
The Ho~'bie 'Nawab Saiyad Muham. 
lToad. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Gopal Krishna Go-
khale. ' 

The Hon'ble Rai Sri Ram Bahadur. 

So the motion a~ neg<llived, 

Notl-16. 

The Hon'ble Mr. D. M. Hamilton. 

The Hon'ble Mr. J. B. Bilderbeck. 
The Hon'ble Mr. A. Pedler. 
The Hon'ble Mr. H. Adamson. 

The Hon'ble Mr. F. S. P. Lely. 

The Hon'ble Mr. E. Cable. 
His HigtlOess the Agha Khan. 
His Highness the Raja of Sirmur. 
The Hon'ble Mr. A. W. Cruickshank. 
The Hon'ble Sir Denzil Ibbetson. 
The Hon'ble Sir A. T. Arundel. 
The Hon'ble Major-General Sir E. R. 
Elles. 

The Hon'ble Sir E. FG. Law. 
The Hon'ble Mr. T. Raleigh. 
lIiil ~ cellenc  the Commander-in-
Chief. 

His Honour the Lieutenant·Governor 

of Btngal. 
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The Hon'ble SIR A UN ~  ARUNDEL said :-" I am in a ~ome hat unfor-

tunate position as we were quite unable to accept the a~endment which has just 

been rejected. I was under the impression in proposing the amendment that 
stands in my name I might meet the wishes and desires of .some of the non-
official Members of this Council, but from remarks that have already fallen I 
am not at all sure that they consider the concession worth accepting. However, 

it is in the direction of giving a further saFeguard, and therefore I think it is 
a step which will strengthen the position of this Bill with regard to the matter 
under discussion. The motion that I have to make is that in clause 2 of the 
Bill as amended, in the proposed definition of' civil affairs ',in sub-clause (b) 
before the words 'matters of State t the word 'important' be inserted. If 

this amendment is accepted, there will be a further guarantee that the provisions 

of the Act cannot be needlessly put in force and there will be another point to 

prove to the satisfaction of the Court.". 

THE Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MU«HOPADHYAYA said :_CI My Lord, I 
appreciate and welcome the spirit in which this amendment has been moved by 

the Hon'ble Member in charge. It is intended obviously to soften the rigor of 

the law and to limit the scope of its operation. I wish I could persuade 
mys'elf to believe that this object will be realized in practice; but I am afraid, 

however laudable the object may be, in spite of this amendment, matters will: 

remain very much where they are. It may sl!rve ·as an index of the good 
intentions of the Government, and may satisfy those who delight to indulge in. 

vague generalities but can hardly appeal to persons who are accustomed to· 

accurate habits of thought.' 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUKHOPADHYAYA moved that in clause 3: 
of the Bill as amended, in' sub-clause (6) for sub-head (ia) the following be 
substituted, namely :-

"(il) after the lI'ord • obtain' the words • or any copy of auy such document, 
• skc:tch, plan or model' shall be iDserted." 

He said :-" The effect of this amendment. if it is accepted, will be to remove 
from section 3 (/) (a) (it) the phrases • attempts to obtain ,. and • attempts to· 
take' which are proposed to be inserted therein. Under the Act as it stands at 

present, mere attempt to obtain any document, sketch, plan. model or knowledge· 

is not made punishable in the case of a person who is inside a fortress, etc., or in. 

an office, but such attempt is made punishable when the person concerned is 

outside the fortress or camp. In this respect our Act follows precisely the 

English Official Secrets Act. 1889- I have not heard it suggested that the pro-

visions of the English Act in this respect have been found to be defective, nor 

have I heard any reason assigned why we should, in this matter, depart from 
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the hig6 authority of the English Statu,te. If the Bill be passed as it now st.lnds 
we may be led to consequences which I am' not sure are really intended, e,g" 
a man may be inside an office lawfully; while there, if he makes any attempt, 

say, by putting a question to a clerk, to obtain any information, the language of 
the section is comprehensiv,e enough to make him guilty, of an offence against the 

Act. I do not think it is any answer to say, that there is no likelihood of Ii person 

being prosecuted under the circumstances I have mentioned. The real point of 

the objection is that it is a serious defect in a Criminal Statute to make the lan-

guage so unnecessarily comprehensive as to impose a criminal character upon 

an act which is harmless in itself. Again, if we examine the provisions 
of the Indian Penal Code, we shall find that mere attempts nre made 

punishable only in the case of some of the very gravest offences, against 
the State or against human lire and property, but in other cases, attempt is made 
punishable only when in such attempt any act is done 'toward .. the commission of 

such offence. I venture to think that this well-established distinction is not 
recognised in the section now before us, and I very much prefer to adhere to the 
provisions of the English Statute, till, at any rate, they are proved by experience 
to be inadequate or ineffectual." 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARUNDEL said :~  I fOl1nd it quite impossible 
to understand from the amendment paper precisely what provision the Hon'ble 
Dr. Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya is about to propose, but I lully understand his 
position now, and with reference to it I would say that with regard to naval 
and military affairs it is not sufficient to penalize a person who obtains a 
document, or sketch, or plan, or model, or map, but it is necessary also to 

provide against attempts. The attempt may be made either by threats or 
otherwise, and with regard to taking sketches or plans it might be difficult 
to say when the taking of a sketch or plan was completed i ;but if we include 
here attempts to obtain or take, them, then the object which is desired by 

the naval and military officials will be secured. That is the reason for which 
I am unable to accept the amendment." . 

The motion was put and negatived. 

The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUKHOPADHVAVA moved that in clause 3 
of the Bill as amended, in sllb-c1ause (h), after sub-head (Ii), the following 
new sub-head be inserted, namely :-

"(.i',) for tbe lI'onl ' anything' the words' any naval 01' military affair of IIi, Majesty 
shall be sDbstituled ". 
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He said :-" The object of my amendment. in which I am encouraged by 
what fell from Sir Arundel Arundel with referenc~ to m pre i~ s amendment, is 
to make absolutely dear what was the original meaning of the section-a meaning 

which I fear may become obscured under altered circumstances. The ~ct o,f 

1898 was applicable only to, naval and military matters and consequently the phrase 
c knowledge of anything' would mean knowledge of an)' naval and military affa r~  

As, however, it is now proposed to make other portions. of the ~ct applicable t~ 

civil affairs, it may be contenried that the phrase I knowledge of anything' has 

by implication acquired an extended significance. ,I therefore suggest that as 
reference is made to civil affairs expressly only in section (3) {I} (c) and 3 (3), 
we should make it dear that the knowledge, the acquisition of which is penalis~d 
by section 3 (/) (a) (i,), is restricted to naval and military affairs, I cannot 
conceive that it should be found necessary to penalise the knowledge of everything, 
as would inevitably be the consequence if the phraseology ,of the Act' be 

adhered to. inasmuch as the phrase 'knowledge of anything' is far more 

comprehensive than even the knowledge of naval, ~i itar  and civil affnirs. 
If, however,  my amendment in its restricted form'is not acceptable, I would 
without hesitation suggest that the ~vord j anything i. may be replaced by the 

words I any naval, military or civil affair of His Maiest ~' II 

The Hon'ble SIR AaUNDEL ARUNDEL ~aid :-"1 sympat1!ise with the 
Hon'ble Dr. As tos~ Mu,,"hopadhyaya in his cri~~~i m on lhispassage, I think 

there is no d,oubtthat as the word stands it is possible that ~ Court might. if 

bereft of its senses, rega~d a knowledge of qnyt/u'nK as something outsid!, 
the ken of the dr:finition of' civil affai~s'  and I thiQk we ought ,to take 
the oppo~t nit  now of' rectifying ~ flaw hic~ has only recently come to 

our notice, bl,lt I cannot accept the Hon'ble Member's first suggestion. 
namely, to insert 'knowledge of any naval or military affair' because that 

would exclude civil ,affairs. I am therefore quite prepared to accept the second 
suggestiun of the Hon'ble Member, and to read Ihe passage as' knowiedge of 
any naval, military or civil affair', Then it '",ould be understood that the 
words' civil affair I would come under the definition of civil affairs in the Bill 

and would be subject to all the qualifications provided for in that definition. 

cl Perhaps, if the HO,n'ble Member accepts the suggestion, he would 
propose the second alternative. I do not know hQw it stat:lds as a matter 
of business,' but with Your Excellency'S permis:o;ion we can adjust the' matter by 
putting in those words-' (or the word" anything n the words" a.ny naval, m,il,i,-
tary or civil affair" shall be subslitule<l,' II 

The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUKHOPADIIV'AYA said that he was prtlpared 

to accept thi s suggestioD. 
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His Excellency THE PRESIDENT said :-" The Hon'ble Member having 
accf'pted the suggestion, I will now move the amendment that stands in his 
name in the following words, nalllel)", • that in clause 3 of the Dill a" 
amended; in sub-clause (b), afler sub-head (i,), the following new sub-head 
be inserted, namdy, "(it",) for the word II anything" the words" any naval, 
military or c.ivil affllir of His Majesty II shall be substituted.' .. 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hon'ble MR. GOKHALK moved that in clause 3 of the Bill as 
amended, in sub-clause (c) the words "and in sub-section (3)" be omitted. 
He said :-" The effect of this .amendment would be to omit the word I dvil • 
trom section 3, sub-section (3), of the Act as now propo~ed to be amended 
and confine the provisions of the sub-section to naval and military matters as in 
I he old Act. I quite admit that this would practically render the present 
Bill useless, but the only course left open to me now after the rejection of my 
amendment with reference to the words' any other matters of State' is to move. 
t hat the word I civil' be taken out of section 3, sub-section (R). I tried in Select 
Committee, as my Note of Dissent shows, to go as far with Government as it was 
possible for me to go. I agreed to extend thl! "new law to the relations of Govern-
ment with Foreign States, to the confidential relations of Government with 
Native States, and to confidential fiscal matters. But beyond that [ was not 
prepared to go, and since Goyernment want to define 'civil affairs' in :'le 
manner in which it has been proposed in the Bill, my only courle is to propose 
that the word • civil' be taken out of the sub· section." . . 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARUNDIU. said .-" The amendment of the 
Hon'blc MI'. Gokhale seems to me to be somewhat of an ecademic character, for 
he him!leU"admits that if it were accepted it would render the Bill practically 
useless, and :IS I said in regard to the last amendment, which was not accepted 
without modification, as we have already by implication decided on several 
amendments to-day that civil affairs are to be included in this Bill, I am unable 
to accept this amendment." 

The Hon'ble DR, AsuTOSH MUKHOPAOIlYAVA said :-" I desire to support 
this amendment, which is identical with the next amendment lhat stands in Illy 
name. The,effect of this amendment if accepted will be to Icave sectiolJ 3. sub-
section (.'!), of the Act unaltered by the omission of all reference to civil affair~. 
It will be remembered that by the provisions of the.- Bill now before us, it is 
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proposed to extend the operation of three of the provisions of the Act to tl:e 
publication 01 information relating to civil affairs. The first of the three provi· 
sions I have rt:ferred to above is to be found embodied in section 3 (I) (a) (i.). 
which we have just amended by substituting for 'anything' the words I any 
nava', military or civil affair of His Majesty.' The second of the provisions 
is to be found embodied in section 3 (I) (c), which penalises the publi-
cation of information relating to civil affairs by a person who does so, in 
breach of the confidence reposed on him and to the injury of the State; 
to this provisiC'n I take no exception, and I yield to none in my unqualified 
condemnation of the conduct of the individual who, after being entrusted 
with an official secret, wilfully, and in breach of such confidence, commll-
nicates the same to the detriment of the public interest. But I am not 
prepared to go further, and I cannot lend my support to any provision of the law 
which makes the publication of information relating to civil affairs a criminal 
offence, no matter under what circumstances such information may have been 
obtained. It seems to me, that there are at least two reasons why such an 
extension of the law ought not to be allowed. In the first place, the State is 
sufficiently protected by the penalty which we have imposed upon the person, 
who, when entrusted by the Government with an official secret, has committed 
an act of breach of faith and communicated the information to the detriment 
of the public interest. In the seco,;-iplace. the extension of the law as proposed 
in the Bill would be effectually destructive of free public criticism of Govern-
ment measures. I have heard it said that the provisions of the Bill have now 
been hedged in with so many limitations, that it would be next to impossible to 
secure a conviction under the new Act, and that consequently the contemplated 
changes in the law may be acquiesced in as perfectly harmless. I entirely.dissent 
from this view of the situation. A conviction under the Act mayor may not 
be easy to secure, but the prospect of prosecution will nevertheless be in the 
mind of every journalist. A journalist may obtain most innocently important 

• information relating to civil affairs i before he can publish it, he must satisfy 
himself that it will not be treated as an official secret under this Act; in other 

. words, that it will not be regarded as of such a confidential nature that the 
public interest would suffer by its disclosure. So far as I know, he has no means 
of ascertaini!1g this with any degree of certainty, and he must either face the risk 
of a prosecution-be the prosecution ultimately successful or unsuccc:ssful--or, 
what is more within the range of probabilities, he will think it safer to leave the 
subject alone. My Lord, I have not the slightest doubt in my mifld what the 
ultimate effect of this legislation will be i it will place the right of free pUblic 
discussion upon a narrower and more restricted basis i howpver laudable or 
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innocent the object of the promoters of this legislation may he, its results would 
be disastrous to the people and the Govemnient alike." 

The motion was put and negatived. 

The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUI<HOPADHYAYA moved that in clause 3 of 
the Bill as amended, for sub-clause (c) the following be substituted, namely:-

"(c) in sub-b('ad (e) of the same sub-section. (or the words 'naval or military' 
the words 'Daval, military or civil' shall be substituted j and in Bub-section 
(3). after the word' taken' the words • or to tbe civil aA'airs of His Majesty, 
if such information has been, by him, wrongfully obtained or takeD,' be 
inserted," 

He said :-" The effect of thi~ amendment, if accepted, will be to leave the 
publication of naval and military secrets punishable irrespective of the manner 
in which such secrets may have been obtained and to make the publication of 
civil secrets punishable only when such secrets have been obtained by unlawful 
means. I do not desire to repeat the arguments' which I have already advanced 
in support of the previous motion. and I venture to think that, if the pub-
lication of civil affdirs is at all to be included within the operation of this Bill. 
it ought to be done with the restriction I have suggested. This is the minimum 
concession which may rightly be asked in the interests of the Press and the right 
-of free public discussion." 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARUNDEL said :-" The object of this amebd-
ment is to provice that a person who wilful1y communicates information which 
he knows he ought not in the interest of the State to communicate at that time 
shall not commit an offence unless he obtained the information wrongfully . 

.. I may say at once that this amendment cannot be accepted. It is the diffi-
culty or rather the impossibility of proving wrongful intention or the wrongful 
acquisition of information that has made the English Act useless • 

.. What difference can it make to the public int~rests-in behalf of which 
this Bill is framed-whether confidential information has been rightly or 
wrongly obtained, if the person who possesses it wilfully and knowingly misuses 
it, and makes it public when he knows he ought not to do so? The amendment 
would exempt from penalty an official who wilfully misused knowledge which he 
had acquired in the course of his duties, and this would be a1tol;elher wrong. As 
this Bill now stands. all servants of Government (rom Members of Council to 
clerks 'in the offices ran under the terms of this clause. and I cannot a~cept an 
amendment which would exempt them." 
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The Hon'ble. NAWAB .SAIVID MUHAMMAD said :-" My Lord, in support 
of tbis amendment I have only to say that its reasonableness and moderation 

should commend it to the acceptance of the Co n~il. In the case o[ all offences 

intention is justly regarded as the first thing necessary to constitute an offence. 
In the case of naval and military affairs there will be always a presumption 
of evil intention, but the same cannot be said of civil affairs. My Lord, men 

of affairs and publicists have always, under a Government which has ever invited 
and never feared criticism, commented on all the civil affairs of the Government 
without any reservation, and it appears unjust that, ",hen information relaling to 

such affairs has been legitimately obtained, it should be treated as an offence. A 

distinction should here be made between naval and military affairs on one 
hand and civil affairs on the other. The communication of information con-
cerning the former, in whatever manner obtaineJ, may be treated as an offence, 

but it is obviously inequitable to mete !lut t.he same treatment to the communi-
cation of inform;!tion regarding civil affairs unless the same has been wrong-
fully obtained." 

The motion was put and negatived. 

The Hon'ble RAI SRI RAM BAHADUR saict :-" My Lord, I move that in 
clause 3 of the Bill, sub-clause (d) be omitted. This sub-clause runs as 
. follows:- .. 

• (II) after 8ub-st'ction (I), the following shall be inserted as sub-section (3), and 
the present sub-sections (2) and '3)" shall be renumbered sub-sections (3) 

and (4):-

"(3) Where a person commits any ar.t specified in clauses ('1, (i.l and (,WI of sub-
section (I), sub-head (al, without lawful autbority or permission (the proof of which 
authority or permission shall be upon him), the Court may presume that he has committed 

such act for the purpose of wrongfully obtaining information." , 

" Clause (I) (a) provides that when a person for the purpose of wrongfully 
obtaining information-

(I) enters or is found in any place, such as a fortress, factory, camp; etc., 

(it) or being in any such place or a public office obtains or attempts to 
. obtain any document or plan, etc., without any lawful authority, 

(iii) or from outside takes or attempts to take any plan or sketch of any 
place of military importance without any lawrul authority, 

he shall render himself liable to punishment under the Act. 
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.. The word I attempts' in sub-clause (i.) and the expression I in any office 
~elonging to His Majesty' are for the first time being Introduced in the Act of 
1889 by this Bill. But the most important addition is sub-clause (.11), which 
governs all the acts mentioned in sub-Clauses ('), (it) and (i.i). This most 
important innovation runs as folJows:-

• (6) Where a person commits any act specified in c1austB (.), (i.) and (ii.) of sub-
section (.), sub-head (a), without lawful authority or permission (tbe proof of which 
authority or permis$ioD shall be UpOD him), the Court may presume that he has committed 
such act for tbe purpose of wrongfully obtaining information. ' 

"My Lord, one of the most important legal presumptions according to 
the English jurisprudence is that of the innocence of the accused. This 
presumption, which in legal phraseology I gives the benefit of the doubt 
to the accused,' is considered so cogent by law that it cannot be rebutted 
by any evidence short of what is sufficient to establish the fact of criminality of 
the accused with moral certainty. It is an acknowledged principle of English 
law that to bring home a charge, the prosecution must establish the elements 
which constitute th~ offence. . 

II Now, according to the first portion of clause 3 (r) (II), it is not the mere 
entry which constitutes the offence, but the entry must be with the object of 
wrongfully obtaining information. 1n order to establish the guilt of the accused 
the duty of the prosecution should be to prove that the entry was fon~~ purpose 
of wrongfully obtaicing information. But sub-chiuse (.11) is cap,able of being inter-
preted in such a way that it would relieve the prosecution of their duty to prove 
the most important el!!ment in the offence charged. H an accused person is found 
under certain circumstances in one of the places mentioned in sub-clauses (i) to 
(ii.), all that the prosecution will be required to do is to ask the Court· to 
presume that he has committed the offence charged against him. 

II I admit thafthe new sub-clause does, on the firlt light, appear to be an 
enabling clause only and does not lay down a rigid rule of conclusive presump-
tion ·i but still its provisions may be misused against an accused person. In 
such cases the 'accused would be required to prove his innocence to rebut the 
presumption which the Court may form against him, without the prosecution first 
proving that the accused made the entry with the object of wrongfully obtaining 
information or has obtained such information. To prove innocence, however 
simple it may appear at the 6rst blush, is not an 'easy matter. 

II The retention of this sub-clause is open to the very serious objection that 
itl real 'purpose will be misunderstood and its pro,visions will be considered as of 
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an advisory character by the Magistrates of the ordinary Indian Courts. 

Notwithstanding what' has fallen from the Hon'ble Mr. Raleigh in the course of 

one of the 'remarks made by him just now with regard to the administration of 

criminal justice in the mufassal. the bitter experience 'of every body who has 

some experience of the murusal Magistracy compels him to entertain a different 
notion of the administration of such justice. -

" As remarked by the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale, the comments occasionally made 

by'the High' Courts in their judgments, on the proceedings of the mufassal 

Magistracy, fully justify the apprehensions with regard to the misapplication 
of the provisions of this sub-clause to cases to be tried under this Act • 

.. My Lord, this s b-~l~ seintrod ces new provisions with regard to the law 
of presumption, which are not to be found in the existing Act nor in the Law of 
Evidence in force .in India, and therefore on this ground alone it should be 
eliminated from the Bill. In case it be said that it does not introduce any in-

novation but it simply r~ite~~tes the principles of the existing Lawof Evidence, 
then also its insertion is open to the equally serious objection that it is a sur-
plusage. 

~I On these grounds I beg to move that this sub-clause-should be omitted 
and the Courts trying offences under this Act should be left to be guided by the 
rules of the ordinary Law of Evidence. 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARuNDaL said :-"1 regret that 1 cannot accept 
this amendment. 

II In the first place, clause 3 (I) (a) ('1 now relates solely to military and naval 
places, and no objection has hitherto betn raised so far as I know to the protec-
tion which the Bill is intended to afford to such places. 

II In the second place, it is, as every one knows, almost impossible to prove 
directly that the intention of any person is or was to do a wrongful act. The 
intel)tion can only be inferred from the person's acts. The Bill now leaves it to 
the Court to draw the inference of wrongful intention, and this is what is meant 
when it is said that in certain circumstances the Court may Iresume that a 
person has committed an act for the purpose of wrongfully obtaining information. 
But in the case before us the Court cannot draw this inference or make this 
presumption 'unless the person has commitb:d the act without lawful authority 
or permission. And as the person must either possess such authority or per-
mission by virtue of his office or by the express or implied sanction of the officer 
entitled to give it, it is only 'reasonable to require the person to sho th~t he 
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possessed such authority or permission. This merely follows section 106 of the 
Indian Evidence Act, which lays down that when any fact is specially within the 

knowledge of any person, the burden of proving that fact is upon him. In the 

absence of such proof the presumption is adverse. Various illustrations can be 

adduced. Under section 105 of the Evidence Act the burden of proving unRound 

mind or grave and Iud den provocation in cases of murder and grievous hurt lies 

upon the accused. 

II By section 114 a Court may presume that a man who is in possession of 

stolen goods soon after the theft is either the thief or has received the goods 
knowing them to be stolen, unless he can satisfactorily account for his 

possession. 

"Under Act ( of 1889, section 4, clause (3), if, in a trial for the offence of 
making copper or bronze pieces to be used as money, the question arises as to 

he~her any piece of metal was inlended to be used as .money, the burden of 
proving that it was Itol intended to be so used shall lie on the accuted person. 

Her~ the accused is called on to plove a negative. 

c'Turning to the EngJish Statute Law I find in the Public Stores Act, 1875 
(38 & 39 Viet., c. !IS), several instances of the burden of proof of lawful author-
ity being thrown on an accused person. . 

II Section ... lays down that if any person without lawful authority (the burden 

of proving which authority shaJllie upon him) applies any specified Govern-
ment marks on any stores, he shall be liable to conviction. 

U Under section 7 of the same Act a person charged with possessing or 

conveying Government stores reasonably suspected of having been stolen must 

satisfy th~ Court as to how he came by them. 

IC Under section 9 marine store dealers and pawnbrokers must satisfy the 
Court as to how they came into possession of stores which the Magistrate 
sees reasonable grounds for believing are or were His Majesty's propc;rty. 
and without reference to whether they were stolen or not. Under sec-

tion 8 any person who without written permission from some authority (proof 
of which permission shall be on the person accused) gathers or searches for 
s~ores in certain places is liable to conviction. . 

.. I think that Council will agree that these illustrations show that the hard 
worda that have been levelled at the provision of the Bill now under discuslion 
are out ot place, and that there is nothing in it antagonistic to the spirit of our 
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laws. I may repeat here that the English Act has been ,found useless because 

of the defect we now desire to remove." 

'The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUKHOPAOHYAVAsaid:-"I desire to support 
this amendment, ~icb is identical with the one which stands next on the paper 
'against my name, but before I do so, I should like to clear lip one or two matters 
on b~cb there set:~s to be some misapprehension. In the first place the 
Hon'ble Member in charge, I venture to point out, is clearly ,in error when he 
sayll that the clause which we seek to omit applies only to naval and military 
affairs i it refers expressly to se~tion 3 (/) (;,), which as now amended applies 
not only'to naval and military matters, but also to civil affairs. Indeed, when I 

asked the Hon'ble Member in charge to accept a restricted interpretaLion of the 
word I anything " I had in view the presumption clause we are now 
dealing with. In the second place, the real objection is, not to the burden of 
the proof of la f~l authority being placed upon the supposed offender, but to 
the presumption 'which it is suggested the Court may draw from one particular 
fact, namely, if aman has not lawful authority, his intention is criminal. 

co The object of the amendment is to secure the omission of the proposed new 

sub-clause, which lays down that if a person does certain acts without lawful 
authority or permission (the burden ot proof of which authority or permission is 
placed upon him) the Court may presume that he has committed such act for the 
purpose of wrongfully obtaining information. I deeply regret to find that a pro-
vision so absolutely inconsistent it~ the first principles of criminal jurispru-
dence should find a place in this Bill. It will be remembered that in the Bill as 
originally drafted it was proposed that the qualifying words in the beginning of 
Bection 3 (I) (a), which made an intention to obtain information wrongfully the 
essence of a criminal act, should be omitted. The Select Committee have 
restored these words, but they have inserted a presumption clause ~hich will 
practically nullify the eRect of the words which are restored. This qualifying 
clause is taken from the English Statute and has a history of its own. Under 
the English Statute it must be established, before a person can be convicted under 
section J, sub-section (/), that his purpose was to obtain information wrong-
fully, and these qualifying words were inserted in the House of  Lords at the in-
stance of Lord Herschel. We have apparently here grown wiser, for we first 
endeavour to get rid of these words, and next, when we find that the proposed 
omi~sion is not defensible, we re-insert them clogged with a presumption clause. 
No one suggests for a moment that, when,a Court has to determine the guilt 
or othrrwise of an accused person, the Court is not entitled to draw an ill;ference 
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from all the circumstances disclosed in the evidence i but I maintain that it is 
contrary to all principles of criminal jurisprudence to provide in the Statute Book 

that from a particular circumstance the Court may presume the guilt of the ac-
cused. It is the law of this country, as it is the law of England, that an accused 
person cannot be convicted on mere presumption, but must be proved to be 

guilty by legal evidence which is peculiarly strong and clear beyond a reasonable 
doubt. The burden of proof is upon the prosecutor i all the presumptions of law 

independent of evidence, are in favour of innocence, and every person is presumed 

to be innocent until he is proved guilty i if upon such proof there is reasonable 

doubt, the accused is entitled to the benefit of it by an acquittal. Presumptions, 

even though rebuttable, ought to be very cautiously introduced, and I cannot think 
of a more unfortunate instance in which the introduction of a new presumption 

has been attempted • 

.. The only reason which may be suggested in defence of the presumption 

clause is that it will relieve ·the prosecution of the burden, which rightly lies upon 
it, of proving to the hilt the guilt of the accused i whether a consideration like 
this should have any weight, I leave it to others to judge." 

The Hon'ble RAt BAHADUR BIPIN KRISHNA BOSB said :-" The second 
and third of the three acts referred to in ~he sub-clause which it is proposed to 
omit contemplatecas~s herea man may be said to have been caught red-handed. 
It can scarcely be argued with any show of reason that in such cases the 
Court m.ay not draw the presumption of guilty intention. As regards the Srst 
act, I am unable to accept the view that the sub-clause engrafts any new rule or 
principle on the law of evidence. A man's intention i. generally a matter of in-
ference, which a reasonable mind naturally and logically draws from his acts and 
conduct. If the surrounding circumstances are such .s to make it morally 
certain tbat an act was committed with a particular intention, the inference that 
it was so committed is as safe in the domain of criminal jurisprudence as in any 

otber sphere of human conduct. Thus we find the Evidence Act authorising the 
Court to presume the existence of any fact which it thinks likely to have 

happened, regard being had to the common course of human affairs. If, for 
example, a person attached to the military staff of a Foreign Government inter. 
ested in obtaiDil)g military secrets of this Empire is found inside a fortress, to 

which access cannot be had without permission, and he is unable to show that 
he had such permission, and if further materials for making sketches arc found 
~n his possE:lIsion, the Court would be acting in accordance with the law if it were 
to presume against him a guilty intention and, unless the presumption is di .. 
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placed, to convict him 08 the strength of it. In this mlitter I disagree with the 

view of th~ l~.  which has been propounded by the Hon'hie 01". Mukherjee. To 

take an oppoliite. case: an ignorant rustic not interested in military matters and not 

,.o.ues.Jcd of IWcessary skill to b.e able to obtain information relating thereto, is 
{Qund in a similar predlct.ment, The Court would not be aClingrightly if it were 
&p. preJaDle .agail1sthiin guilty iptention from the mere fact of his presence with-
GQt autlwrity inside tile: f.tresS!. Sucll is the p~esent law and I fail to ·see hew 
by m :r~  sa)"ing' that the COU[1J may .... not hall~pres me the existence of the 

e~e tltr  wrQngful intention~ the sub.-clause does anything to add to or alter that· 
law. Jt mertly re·states it and in doing so drawstbe Court's attention to it, 
perhaps in the· majority of cases, somewhat unnecessarily. Holding this view, 

the Hon'blo Mr •. Gokhale, the Hon'hle Nawab Saiyad Muhammad Saheb and 

myself saw no reason to object to it in the Select Committee, especially as on' its 

adoption depended the elimination of the original provision, which made mere 

entrf or presence, unless .,hown to be wi,h lawf ... l authority, an offence undet: thtl 

A~~ I am nabl~ ther~f~re tQ support. tbe amendment." 

The Hon'ble MAJOR-GllI!fIlRAL SI'R EDMOND ELLIlseaid :-" I only wish to 

!!ay a few wor4s in (egard lQ the efIect of thill amendment on military and Daval 

afIairs. If the l .m~ndment of the Hon'ble Me\llber.were cahied, the effect would 
be that the Bill would be rendered practical1y useless for our' ·purpose. It is a 

g~eat satisf ~tion to fin4 that .the Hon'ble Mr. Bose has taken the view of the law. 
that he. has. He has referred to the case of an officer of a Foreign Power beiDg 

found inside a fort. Such a case actually occurred in one of our largest fortresses 

not hm~ ago. The officer was found under suspicious circumstances in tbe fort. 

Of course he said that he ha«l come to obtain a view of the surrounding country: 
alJd scenery, and had no other intentions. It isnol only possible for an officer to 

ta ~ a sketch under such circumstances, hut any trained Engin.eer or naval officer 

could carry aw",y in his head information of the gteatest value. I would therefore 

most strongly protest against t~e amendment which. my Hon'ble. Colleague has 
put lor lr~ all being. entirely. inimical to the objects of the Bill!' . 

'rhe l:Ion~i e ¥,R. RALEIQft s.aicll:-~I L mQRnl to make a reply on the: point: 
of 14;", but. my l~n'bl~ CoUeagueMI'. Bosc,has-made that unneeesaary. As.soon 
all> the ~stii p is stated, in a concrete: and' collHlton-sense way ~s. it wa.· stated. 

by Mr •. Bose-and by. the Hon'bl~ Sir Edmond Elles) it becomes apparent that the' 
~rg ment developed il). countless articles and speeches.on. this Bill has nothing in; 

it. Npbild,y· .~r denied that the rule as:. to pr.esumption of inmJcence. is a. 

caIc1in" prillcjple,of crimihal justice. But the presumption may be, and frequently 
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is, displaced. When a man by his Own act has brought himself under reason-
able suspicion, the law turns against him, so to speak, and he is required to prove 
a negative. My Hon'ble Colleague Sir Arundel Arundel has mentioned the case 
Qf the person found in possession of stolen property, who is requirod to prove that 
he is neither thief nor receiver of stolen goods. Is there anything unfair or 
oppressive in applying a similar rule to the person found in possession of 
wrongfully obtained information? " 

The motion was put and negatived. 

The Hon'ble DR. ASUTO$H MUKHOPADHYAYA moved that in clause 3 
of the Bill as amended, the word "and" between sub-clauses (e) and (d) be 
omitted, and the following be added as a new sub-clause, namely:-

"and 

"(.) for tbe words I in the interest of the State' wherever tbey occur, the words 
I iD the public intereat ' .shall be substituted." 

He said :_CI This amendment is based on the ground that a uniform language 
ought to be used throughout the same enactment. I fi'nd that the'Select Com-
mittee, in the d'e6nition which they have fra:med of the term • civil affairs,' have 
used the expression • public interest." I accept that phraseology and 1 suggeat 
that the same expression be used throughout the Act. I cannot conceive that 
what is contrary to the interests of the State can ever be bene6cial to the public 
interest. The interest of the State and the interest of the public are, or at any 
rate ought to be, identical, and I venture to think that uniformity of language 
in this instance at least may prevent litany' a refined argument and ingenious 
distinction. II 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARUNDEL said :-"1 have no objection- to 
the amendment which has been proposed: in fact, I think that the only Member 
likely to object to it would be the Hon'ble Mr: Morison. who has urged that 
the interests of the State are by no means always the public interests. However, 
in our view the two are identical, and I am quite prepared to accept the amend-
ment which has been put fOllWard." 

Thc motion was put and agreed to; 

Tbe Hon'blc- MR. GOKIIALE said :_U The next amendment which stands 
in my namc is really ma:de up of two amendments, and I had thought 1 had 
givea aeparate notices of the two amendments. As, however, they bave been 
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printed together, I move them together. I beg to move that after clause 3 

of the Bill as amended, the following be added, namely ~ ... 

land 

(I) to sub-section (3) as 10 re-numbered, the following exceptions sball be added, 
, namely:-

" EltelPI,'D" I.-Where the information relates to affair. affecting the relations of 
tbe overnor~ General in Council with any Native State in India and tbe 
communication has been made by a newspaper, the provisions of the sub-
section sball not apply, unless the informatioD has been wrongrully obtained. 

'II E:;",pti'rI II.-Where the information communicated bas been obtained from a 
newlpapcr published outlide Britieh India, the provisions or this sub-section 
eball not apply ... 

II The first part of the amendment refers to confidential information, 
about Native States being published by newspapers, 'to which Govern-

ment might take exception. I will only point out this in this connection 
that whereas in regard to matters affecting the British Government in its 
own 'territory, there, are only two parties. namely, the Government and 
the newspaper which publishes the information, in regard to matters 
relating to Native States there are three parties j-there is the British 
Government, there is the Native State, and there is the, newspaper concerned. 
In the case o( affairs relating to the British Government atone, if a newspaper 
obtained its information from a recognised officer of: the British Government 
in an authorized manner, there will obviously be no prosecution. In regard to 
Native States' the information might be obtained authorizedly either from a 
recognised officer of the British Government or from a recognised officer belong-
ing to the Native State: and I submit that it is only fair that where the 
information bas been thus obtained, i.~.  not by wrongful means, there should be 
no prosecution. There are occasions on which a Native Prince finds himself 
entirely at the mercy of a Political Officer. This is rather a strong expressiQn 
to use, but I, come from a Native State, and I know how sometimes, when there is 
a strong and unsympathetic Political Officer, the Prince is virtually helpless in 
spite of whatever representations that he may make. On such occasions, 
if a powerful newspaper-especiaUy an Anglo-Indian newspaper-takes up the 
case of the Native State and represents its side in its columns, the result often 
is that the attention of Government is attracted as it is not attracted by the 
representations of the Chief, and speedy redress is secured by, the Chief, which 
otherwise there would he small chance or his securing. I think, therefore, ' that 
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where information regarding a Native State, such as is contemplated in the 
definition of ' civil affairs '. has not beel'! wrongfully obtained by a newspaper. the 
publication should not be an offence. I would further say this-it may be 
thought that the Native State had no business to communicate such information 
to the newspaper, that the matter being confidential and being belwt"cn the 
Government of India and the Native State. the Native State divulged what it 
had no business or right to divulge. If so. the Government might deal with the 
Native State separately, but the newspaper. acting in the interests" of the 
Native State or in the iriterests of justice. ,,·hich is even higher. should not 
be punished. simply because the Go\'ernment of India does not like the 
disclosures made." 

His Excellency THE PRESIDENT said that the first portio!! of this 
a!nendme"nt (Exception I) should be disposed of before passing on to Excep-
tion II. 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARUNDEL (speaking on Exception I)Zsaid :-" I 
cannot accept the amendment which is proposed. but with regard to what the 
Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale has said [ would remark that I do not think his illustration 
a vp:ry fortunate one. As a matter of fact it is not the mere fact that the inform-
ation has been rightfully obtained that makes the distinction, but the fact that it 
was to the benefit of the Native State. and therefore I should say to the public 
interest. that the matter should be revealed in the newspapers, and that being 
the case, it is perfectly certain that no prosecution could ever ensue. What r 
should like to say on the main point is that it would be impossible for the 
Government to ascertain how the editor of a newspaper obtained his informa-
tion, All that Government knows is that information has been published, but 
whether it was rightfully or wrongfully obtained is known to the editor alone. 
Surely every honourable editor would accept the obligation that he must not 
wilfully communicate the information to any person to whom he knows he 
ought not in the interest of the State to communicate it at that time. 

"I think it would be an unwise precedent to introduce class legislation in 
the way proposed and to make a distinction between the editor of a newspaper 
and anyone else. And why should a newspaper editor be exempt from the 
liability which besets all servants of Government? I cannot accept the amend-
ment proposed." 

T~e motion was put and negatived. 
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The Hon'ble MR. GOKHALB then said :_" My next amendment is to the 
following effect, that after clause 3 of the Bill as amended the following be 

added, namely:-

" and 

. (e) to 8ub·section (3) as so renumbered, the following Cltctption shan be added, 

namely:-

II E:rctfption /I.-Where the information communicated hal been obtained (rom a 

DOW&paper published outside Briti.h India, the provisionl of. this 5ub'section 
Iball not apply." 

He said :-"With the amendment that has been made in section 3, sub-section 
(3), of the Act, namely, the inclusion of civil affairs within its scope, it now 

becomes a matter of considerable importance that at any rate information which 
is wired from England to newspapers in this country is not held to lie within the 
province of that section. It may happen that upon an important matter some. 
thing might appear in an English newspaper, the Standard, or the Times, or some 
such paper, and either a telegraphic summary of that might be sent out to I ndia to 
some of the leading Anglo.Indian papers, or when the mail comes it might be 

copied by the newspapers in ~~~ia. The leakage may have taken place, not in 
Calcutta, but in the Secretary of State's office in London. If such information 
has been published in England, and has been copied by any paper here, or a 
telegraphic summary has appeared in any paper here, under the law as it is now 

proposed to be amended this becomes an offence. Now, my Lord, the essence 

01 an offence under this Act is ,ublication and not publication here ;" I"dia 
If, therefore, the information has already been published anywhere else, the~ 
there really should be no objection to a newspaper in India r~-p blishing it i and 
to penalize such re·publication is to restrict the freedom of the Press most 
unjustifiably, as there is no question of secrecy now involved. I therefore 
submit, my Lord, that this exceptiun should be added to t~e proposed clause. 

"One word of explanation is necessary. It may be said that under the words 
, outside British India' some newspaper in a Native State or foreil/'n territory 
in India, might pUblish something which the Government of India wants to 
l<eep from the· public, and then some newspaper in British India might copy there-
from. Well, I am OC't keen about extending the benefit of this exception 10 
newspapers in Native States, if Government object to that, and for the words 
• British India' in my pr. posed amendment I am prepared to subst'tut.e the 

word • India '. 
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The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL A JN E~ said :._" I am not prepa ~d to 

accept this amendment even with the exception that the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale 

has made. If he really thinks that any information which has been published 
in the Standard or any other paper in England would when reproduced in an 
Indian newspaper expose the editor to prosecution, he must have a very lively 

imagination • 

.. The amendment is open to the very obvious objection that the law 

might be deCeated by publishing the official secret outside British India 

with the view 'of publishing it within British India immediately afterwards. 

Newspapers in Goa or in any Native State or in Pondicherry could be utilized 

for this purpose, and the editor might not even be aware that the publication of 
the information within British India would be an offence under the law, and that 

his newspaper was being utilized for improper ends." 

The motion was put and negatived. 

The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUI<HOPADHYAYA moved that after clause 3 
of the Bill as amended the following new clause be inserted, namely:-

"4-In section 4, sub·section (1), of the laid Act, the words' in the interest of the 
State or otherwise' shall be omitted," . , ' 

and that the present clauses .. and 5 be re-numbered clauses 5 and 6. He 
said :-" This amendment i. based upon the same principle as No. ~  which 

has already been accepted by Council." 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL  ARUNDEL said:-" This is a consequential . 

amendment and I accept it." 

The motion was put and agreed to. 

The Hontble DR. ASUTOSH MUKHOPADHYAYA moved that in 

clause 4 of the Bill as amended, in the proposed section 6, from sub-.ection 

(3) the words II to the nearest police-station or ", and from sub-section (3) the 

words I' to a police-statioA or" and II police-station or ", be omitted. 

He said :-" Sub-section (I) of section 6 provides that when a person has 
been arrest~d  he is to be taken either to the officer in command of the nearest 

military station or to a Magistrate of the first class. Sub·section (3) goes on 
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to provide, that if the first contingency happens, vi •. , if the ofJend~r is taken to 
the proper military officer, such military officer may either'discharge the offender 

or send him either to the Marest police. station or to the Magistrate of the first 

ciass. 1 confess I do not like the idea oE' the person arrested being taken 

to the police-station. It is enough to say that' no advantage is likely to accrue 

to the accused. at any -rate by his being taken to the police·authorities. who 

cannot release him on bail, a Magistrate of the first class being the only person 
who can release the accused on bail; it would thus seem that such Magistrate 

is the proper person to whom he should, be taken." 

The Bon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARUNDEL said ,:-" I think, my Lord, "that the 
Bon'hle Member misunderstands the position of affairs here. When a person is 
taken red-handed in a fort for some offence under the law, he is taken before the 

officer for the time being in command at the nearest military station, or before 

a Magistrate of the first class. If he is taken before the officer in command, of 
the fort and that officer does not discharge him, the obvious tbing-for him to do 

is to send him to a police-station and then send him before ,a Magistrate. 

Otherwise it would be necessary for the officer commanding the fort to detail 
a military escort and send the arrested person perhaps for many miles 

to the nearest first class Magistrate. and therefore it is that this provision 
of the Bill has been framed. I may say that whatever criticisms have been 
directed against this Bill hitherto have related to civil affairs and the naval 
and military provisions have been accepted as necessary for public and imperial 
safety. I think therefore it is unfortlinat-. that the Hon'ble Member has 
interfered with these questions. The Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale, who is not sup' 
posed to be needlessly reticent in the expression of his opinion on matters of 

public importance and the other non-official members on the Select Committee, 
have unanimously accepted the provisions for naval and military concerns, and I 
hope this Council will endorse our cOflclusions." 

The Bon'ble I~. ASUTOSH MUKHOPADHYAYA said that after the obser. 
vations of the Hon'ble Mem~er he would not press the amendment., 

The Hon'ble Dlt. ASUTOSH MUKHOPADHYAYA moved that in clause 4 01 
the Bill as a~ended  in the proposed section 7. for sub·section (/) the following 

be substituted, namely:-

I' (I) E,ery per.on'charied with an offence againlt this Act shall be tried by a jury 
. before a High Court or a Court 01 Selsion." , 
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He said :-" The principal reason which leads me to advocate the trial of 

offences against this Act by a jury before a Court of Sessions or a High Court is 

to be found within the Bill itself as amended by the Select-Committee. The Bill 
provides that civil affairs must be of such a confidential nature that the public 

interest would suffer by their disclosure, and the original Act itself, in more than 

one place, provides that the disclosure, in order that it may constitute a cri-

minal act, must be a disclosure to a person to whom any disclosure is contrary 
to the interest of the State or of the public interest. The determination of 
questions like these is peculiarly within the province of the jury. Persons 

holding high offices under the Crown may be put into the witness box to testify 
on behalf of the prosecution that a particular disclosure has been contrary to the 
public interest. Whether such high officials in the hands of a skilful Counsel 

may not be made to disclose in the course of cross.examination many more 
official secrets, I will not pause to discuss; but I venture to point out that in 
State prosecutions, and specially in cases like the present, in which the test of 
criminality is whether or not the public interest has been affected, a trial by 

jury is more likely than any other mode of trial to secure justice to the 

accused." 

The Hon'ble Sir ARUNDBL ARUNDBL said:-" The Hon'ble Member here 
proposes a startling advance on anything suggested by the non-official member. 
of the Select Committee or even so far as I know by any of the newspapers in the 
country. He proposes an entirely new departure in the matter of trials by jury, 
for at present there is no offence which must be tried by a jury in every partof 

British India. 

fI Under the e is~ing Act any Court has power to take cognizance of an 
offence under the ordinary rules, but in order to make sure that only a 
Magistrate of experience should deal with such casel, the Select Committee 
limited magisterial cognizance to Magistrates of the first class, that is to say, to 
Magistrates possessing full powers. Offences under sections 3 (r) and 4 (.I) 
(6) of the Act are punishable with a maximum of only one year's imprisonment 
or with fine t'r with both. and it would be altogether unsuitable to send such 
cases for trial to a High Court or a  Court of Session. There would allo be 
inordinate delay owing to the fact that the sanction of Government to the trial 
must always be obtained. and that will involve initial delay, and an cxag,eratcd 
ipaportanrp would be attached to prosecutions under t~e Act." 

The motion was put and negatived. 
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The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUKHOPADHYAYA mpved that in clause 4 of 
the Bill as amended, in the proposed section 7, for sub-section (3) the follow-
ing be substituted, namely :.-

"(3) A prosecntion for an offence against thi$ Act shall not be instituted except by 
or with the consent or the Governor General iu Council." 

H~ !laid :,-" The object pf this amendment is twofold; first, to secure the 
restoration of the provision of the law that a prosecution for an offence against 

the Act shall nol be instituted except with the consent of the proper authority 
previoullly obtl/oined i secondly, that the consenting authority should be no other 
than the Government of 11ldia. So rar as the first objeet is concerned, I have no 

hesitatipn in expressing my opinion that the change introduced by the Bill is 

peculiarly unfortunate. Under the law as it stands, before a prosecution can be 

instituted, the sanction of the Government must be. obtained i under the law as it 
is proposed to be altered, authority is given to Courts to take what is called 

preliminary action pending the orders of the Government as to whether the 

alleged offender is to be put on his trial. Under these provisions, it is quite con-

ceivable that a supposed offender may be arrested and, if unable to find heavy bail 

demanded from him, may rot in jail till such time ~s the Government may find 

it convenient to determine whether he is to be put on his trial. IF, my Lord, 

a te~ this worry and ignominy, Government determines that there is no case for 

a prosecution and that the man is not to be put .on his trial, I should like to know 

what reparation the Government proposes for the injury wantonly caused. If we 

look to the provisions of the Indian Penal Code and the Criminal Procedure Code 

we shall find that before a prosecution can be instituted in respect of 

offences of the grav/lst character against the State, the .previous sanction 

of the Government has to be obtai Red. If we turn to the English Official 
Secrets Act, ~e find that a. p.rosecution under that Statute cannot be 
instituted except with the consent of the Attorney-General. It is clear, there-
fore, that the change which. is sought to be introduced is opposed to the 

principle which underlies the English Statute and is also recognised in the 

Criminal Codes of this country. It will no doubt be convenient to the prosecu-
tion, bllt it cannot be maintained that any plausible case has been made out for 

the adoption 01 this wholly unjustifiable provision. 

"So·far as the second object of this amendment is concerned, I am anxious 

that the Government of India should be the only authority at whose instance 

a prosecution can be instituted. This restriction would undoubtedly di.ninish the 

chanc~s of hasty and uncalled-for prosecutions under the Act. Moreover, if the 
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ereterion in every case be whether or not the interest of the State has suffered 

by the disclosure of a particular information, the Government of India-which 

is the highest authority in the State-rather than any of the Local Governments 

would be best in a position to determine whether there is any justification for 

institution of proceedings under the Act." 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARUNDEL said :-" With regard to the first 

point of the Hon'ble Member's amendment, I ~o ld say that he is again 
encroaching upon the question of naval and military affairs which we ahvays 

endeavour to keep distinct from civil affairs. With regard to offences under civil 

affairs, the 1!I'hole of the Hon'ble Member's criticisms £all to the ground because 
they are non-cognisable, and so no action can be taken , .. ithout the formsl appli-

cation to a Magistrate for a summons . 

.. With regard to naval and military affairs, it would never do to have this 
alteration if the legal criticisms are correct. 

"The existing Act (section 5) runs: 'a prfJ$,&uUfJfI under this Act shall not 

be institut,d except.' etc. 

The Biltru,",s 'frO M aKisl,at, Dr Cour' sIIallproclltlto tile trial of any per-
SOD,' etc. This was in order to prevent any difficulty arising in connection with 

the jurisdiction of the Magistrate, before whom an accused person is brought. to 

deal with th~ case, i." to remand the man to jail or as now to admit him to bail. 

" Lawyers are not quite certain at "hat point a Ir{)s,cul;oPl comm,,,clI. It 
might be contended that it began with the arrest of the accused. If this be the 
case, the amendment now proposed would nullify the Bill as regards immediate 

8ction in caSes of m~litar  and naval offences. For these reasons I must oppose 

the amendment in regard to both items." 

The Hon'ble RAI SRI RAM BAHADUR said :--" My Lord. as the amendment 
to be moved by me and standing next in the Agenda paper is substanlially 

the same as the one proposed by the Hon'ble Dr. Asutosh, with Your 
E"xcellency's permission. I beg to say a few words on this motion. The term 
'Local Government' as defined in the General CiauSe8 Act (Act X of 1897) has 
a very wide meaning and in certain cases includes Political Officers also. It 
is not advisable to leave the starting of prosecutions under the very elastic 
terms of 'this Bill to such officers. Disclosure of official secrets relating to 

matterS of local significance-lhough the matters may not be of a charactcr the 
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disclosure of which would be detrimental to the interest's of the State-may be 
regarded by such officers as 'fit cases for prosecutions under the Act. There is 
the possibility of the officers of this class taking a biassed view in such cases. 
In order to guard against possibilities like these, it is advi!lable that the granting 
of sanction. to initiate prosecutions 'under this law should rest in the supreme 
authority in the State and not in any local author:ity." 

The motion was put and 'negatived. 

The Hon'ble DR. ASUTOSH MUKIIOPADHYAYA moved that in clause 4 
of the Bill as amended, in the. proposed section 7, sub-section (.I), the words 
" Magistrate or .. be omitted. 

He said :;... .. The reason for. this amendment is obvious j the word I Court ' 
includes a Magistrate, and, consequently, the words • Magislrate or' are 
wholly superfluous." 

The Hon'ble 5111. ARUNDBL ARUNDEL and the Hon'ble MR. RALEIGH 
adviied the acceptance of this amendment. 

The motion was put and agreed lo. 

The Hon'ble SIR ARUNDIL ARUNDEL mOTed that the Bill, u amended. 
be passed. He said :-"In moving that this Bill as amended be now passed I 
would briefly summarize the changes that hate been made in it since its first 
introduction with a view to removing valid objections that have been urged 
against h. 

Ie A definition of I civil affairs • has been added limiting them te>-

(G) affairs affecting the relation of His Majesty's Government or 
or the Govornor General in Council with any Foreign State, or 

(6) affecting the relation of the Goyernor General in Council with any 
Native State in India or relating to the public debt or the fiscal 
arrangements of the GoV'Cmment of India, or any other important 
matters of State, where these affairs are of such a confidential 
nature that the public interests would suffer by their disclosure. 

" The word I office' has been removed from section 3 (I) (a) (i) of the 
Act and .relegated to clause (;,), 10 that the entering of an office cannot be 
construed as an offence. 
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If The words t for the purpose of wrongfully obtaining information' have 

bee.n resLored in the same section, but to meet the difficulty-if 1I0t impossibility 

~of proving 1irongful intention,.the Bill now provides that where a pers:>n Com-

mitted an act specified in sub-head (a) of sub-section (r) without i.llVEul autho-

rity or permission-the proof of which authority or permission shall be Upon 

him-the Court may presume that he has committed such act for the purpose 

of wrongfuliy obtaining information. 

If All offences with regard to civil affairs have now been made non-

cognizable and bailable . 

.. With regard to military and naval offences the right of arrest has been 

limited to public servants, and the offences have been made bailable. J urisdic-
tion under the Act has been limited to Courts of Session and Magistrates of the 

first class, who also possess authority to discharge an accused person if there is 
no prim4 facie case against him. This power of discharge is also possessed 
by a commanding, naval or military officer with respect to a person brought 
before him_ The final safeguard is that .no Magistrate or Court can proceed 

to the trial of an ~person for an offence under the Act, whether naval, military 

or civil, except with the consent of the Local Government or the Governor 

General in Council. 

II With regard to newspapers in particular I think all reasonable protection 
is given by providing that a person must not wilfully communicate information 
relating" to the naval, military or civil affairs of Government to any person 

to whom he knows it ought not in the interest of the State to be communicated 

allha/lime_ Editors of newspapers claim to fulfil a public duty and function 
in disseminating information, a'.ld therefore should not be reluctant to bear the 
limited responsibility as to public affairs which is thus placed upon them, and 
which can be a burden to no right-minded person. Public officials are equally 

responsible under the Bill before us and rightly so. I cannot but think that 
much of the newspaper opposition to this Bill as amended by the Select 

Committ.ee-and outside this Council there has not been much else-is, I will 

not say, factitious, but based on misconception, and I can only regret that our 
critics cannot regard the need for secrecy, permanent or temporary, in many civil 
aftairs from the same point of view as Governinent. The Bill as now amended 
gives the fullest protection to every innocent person, and it would only be after 
careful consideration and with much reluctance that Government would .consent 

to the ro~ec tion of a person who appeared primll facie guilty of some serious 
breach of the provisions of the law." 
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The Hon'ble DR; ASUTOSH MUKII OPADHYAY·A said :-" My ord~ 

though there has been a somewhat prolonged deb a te o~er the provisions of this 
Bill, I find myself unable to give a silent vote upon the motion now before us. 

The circumstances connected with the passage of this Bill through the Council 
have been of an exceptional character, equalled only by the exceptional 

character of the provisions which ~re embodied in the Bill. The Bill ",asintro-

duced into the Council OD the ~ th August, 1903,' and immediately after 
the Statement, of Objects and Reasons for the new legislation was made 

publir.. My Lord, I feel it my duty to say that, though some of the objects 
of the Bill were made tolerably plain, the reasons were singularly few and 

obscure. Indeed, a supl!rficial reader, either of the Statement of Objects 
and Reasons or of the speech of the Hon'ble Member in charge, 
might easily be left under th" impression that the proposed legislation 
was of the most harmless and inoffensive character. This, my Lord,' 

is fair neither to the public nor to the Government. As Your Excellency was 
pleased to explain in Council on the 18th December. there has been no hurry 

about this legislation and the matter has been under consideration for very 

nearly ten years. It is natural to assume that the Government must have, at 
its disposal, materials which, in the opinion of the Government, justify new legis-
lation of such exceptional character. In fairness to the public, the Government 
ought to have placed these materials before them, specially' when their interest 

is to be so seriously aflected. My Lord, I confess that I labour under a weak-
ness in that I prefer facts to assertions even when these assertions come from 
the highest official authorities. To my mind, it would have been more satisfactory 
if, instead of vague allusions to defects alleged to have been disclosed by 
experience, concrete illustrations had been given of the instances in which the 
existing law had fa.i1ed or had been found to be d~fective or inoperative. I 
maintain, therefore, that no foundation has been laid on the solid basis of facts 
for this new piece of legislation. and I am almost tempted to draw the inference 
that i[ the facts and all the facts bad been published, they would not have 
justified such of the provisions of the Bill as are open to the gravest objection. 

II But if, my Lord. an extraordinary reticence was observed in the initial stage 
as to the reasons for this legislation, the circumstances andeor which the Bill was 
referred to the Select Committee were still more singular. The second reading 
of the Bill is the recognised occasion on which the principles of the measure have 
to be discussed. Two of our Hon'ble Col1eagues-the Hon'ble Nawab Saiyid 

Muhammad Saheb Bahadur and the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale-vigorousl) challenged 
the whole policy of the Bill, and their challenge was met practically by a rcfusa\ 
on the part of the Government to enter into any discussion of the principles of 
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the mea~ re. I will not pause to di!lcuss the wisdom of such a course, but I wiIJ 

add this much, that reticence like this is not calculated to inspire public con-

fidence or to induce the public to believe that the Government was still prepared 

to listen to its reasonable representations. Meanwhile, the proposed mcasure 

had been examined and criticised by the public, and it would be idle to deny 

that it had met with the unqualified and unanimous disapproval of the entire 

non-official community. But the public feeling which had been aroused in 

connection with the Bill, and to which emphatic expre5sions hold been given in 
many quarters, was considerably appeased by the assurance given by Your Ex-

cellency that the Government was prepared, if convinced of the unsuitability of 
the language, to alter it, if proved to be guilty of obscurity, to corre~t it, and if 
shown to have gone t~o far, to modify their plans. My Lord, it is useles!! to 

conceal the fact that the disappointment of the public has been as keen as the 

expectations which Your Excellency's assurance had raised. We have it, my 
Lord, on the authority of the Select Committee, that substantial alterations have 
not been made in the Bill, for they do not hesitate to state that the Bill has not 

been so altered as to require re-publication. But I frankly concede that although 
many substantial improvements have been introduced by the Select Committee, 

yet the portion of the Bill relating to civil affairs is still open, in spite of the 
proposed definition, to very grave objections. I venture to . think that it is an 
entirely false issue to raise, to assert that with all the qualifications introduced 
into the Bill, conviction will be well nigh impossible except in cases of the most 
flagrant description. The real question is, is the language of the proposed 
enactment, in spite of an apparently elaborate definition, so uncertain,. is its 

scope so unnecessarily wide, that it may catch in the net of criminal legislation 
persons who ought not to be prosecuted and thus effectively hamper the right of 

free public discussion? I have no hesitation in stating, that whatever the inten-
tions of the Government may be, the provisions of the Bill will operate al a serious 
menace to journalism in tbis country. I cannot help thinking that this en-
deavour to invest with a secret character, information relating to Civil affairs, 

indicates a sense of weakness in the governing body and also perhaps an uncon-

cious tendency to avoid legitimate unfriendly criticisms. If there is any 
country in which the right of free public discussion is essential to good govern-
.ment, it is India, and there cannot be any reasonable room for doubt that the 
alarm wbich has been raised by eminent journalists of unquestionable repute, 

both European and Indian, is thoroughly well-founded . 

.. My Lord. I will only add that this measure has not merely Rlet with the 
dilapproval of the non-official public, but has been regarded as objectionable even 
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in the highest official quarters. I will only read out the 'opinion of His Majesty's 

Judges of the Calcutta High Court which is significant in its brevity:-

'The Judges find it difficult to criticise the machinery by hic~ it is proposed to 
attain the objects of the Bill without dealing with the questions of policy with which the 
Bill is concerned; and upon those questions they do bot feel it to be within their province 
'0 toucb. They, therefore, do not desire to offer any ob.ervations in detail upon the 
provisions of the Bill. They, bowever, at tbe lame time, consider that certain of the 
provisions of the Bill are open to very ,grave objection! 

"One would have thought, my Lord, that expression of opinion like this would 

make the Government pause and reconsider tile situation. We live, however. 
apparently in strange times when Government seems determined to push on this 

piece of repressive legislation which will be a standing menace to the liberty of the 

Press and to the fearless and honest criticism of State policy and which, however 

welcome it might have been in the middle ages in some semi·civilized country, 
would be a serious blot upon the Statute Book in any part of the Empire of 

Britain in the beginning of the twentieth century. and our regret, my Lord, is 
all the keener, that this has happened d ri~g the administration of Your Ex-
cellency who has ever followed the best traditions of English statesmanship in 
inviting public criticism even when such criticism was known to be unfriendly 
to the policy of the Government. I therefore deem it my duty to record my 
most emphatic protest against this Bill, though I might have supported it if 
it had been limited in its operation only to naval and military malters." 

The Hon'ble NAWAB SAIYIU MUHAMMAD said :-" My Lord, I have to 
make only a few observations before the motion is put to the vote. It is neces-
sary to recollect that, so far as naval and military affairs are concerned, there 
bas bellO no disposition on the part of any of my Hon'ble Colleagues of the 
Select Committee to take exception to any provision that Government may con-
sider necessary for the protection of State secrets connected with those affairs. 
There has also been a unanimity of opinion itS regards' civil aftairs' in so far as 
they affect the relations of His Majesty's Government or of the Governor 
General in Council with any Foreign State. The only difference of opinion-and 

I must say it is an important one-is in regard to an indefinite and comprehensive 
provision in sub·clause (b) of the definition of • civil affairs', and the publication 

by newspapers, under certain conditions, of information connected with Nath'o 
States in India. And I regret that this difference still remains. 

or After carefully listening to all the arguments in favour of the ord~ • or 
any other important matters of State' I am unable to persuade myself that a 
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case has been made out for their retention ill the dofinition of 'civil affairs.' 

The opposition to this measure is not due to any apprehension that newspaper 

editors and others who happen to write or speak about public questions will 

have to reckon with the law directly the Bill is passed, but the fact remains that, 

at any time and more especially at a time of panic or irritation, the provisions of 

this measure may be enforced with the rigour which the Jetter of the law would 

permit. .. submit bat the Gover:nment should be well satisfied if State secrets 
connected with naval and military and even international or political affairs are 

safeguarded leaving their own ch·il affairs free for discussion and criticism, 

which have always, in the long run, benefited the Government as well as the 

public. Instead of thus curtailing the liberty arid limiting the usefulness of 

the Press, the Government should, in my humble opinion, apply their reme-
dies directly to the root of the evil by exercising greater control over their 

subordinates and by strict departmental disciplipe. As none of the important 

amendments has been accepted by the Council and as the Government have 

not been pleased to reconsider the position taken up, I regret I shall have to 
vote against the motion now before the Council. It' 

The Hon'ble MR. GOI{HALE said :-" My Lord, the motion now beCore the 

Council is only a formal one. But as it marks the conclusion of our discussion of 
this important measure, I would like to say'a few words. My Lord, I greatly regret 
that Government should not have seen their way to accepting even a single one 
of the more important amendments of which notice had been given. This is the 
first time within my experience that a legislative measure has been opposed byall 

classes and all sections of the public in this country with such absolute unanimity 
Of course with our Legislative Councils as they are constituted at present, the 
Government has the power to pass any law it pleases. But never berore, I think, 
did tbe Government dissociate itself so completely from all public opinion-in-
cluding Anglo-Indian public opinion-as it has done on the present occasion. I 
recognize that the responsibility for the good administration of the country rests 
primarily on the shoulders of the Government. But it is difficult to allow that this 
responsibility can be satisfactorily discharged, unless the Government was su,Pport-
ed in its legislative and executive measnres by some sort of public opinion. My 
Lord, YOllr Lordship has often declared that it was your constant aspiration to 
~arr  the public with you as far as possible in all important acts of your adminis· 
tration. I do not think it can be said that that aspiration hilS b.:en in the smallest 
degree reiilized in the present case. The whole position is really most exIra-
ordinuy and very painfully significant. Here we had a law, already in force, 
identical in character and identical in wording with the law obtaining in the: 
olher parts of the British Empire. The British Government in Englaad, ,,·il!l its 
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vast naval and militAry concerns and its foreign relations extending over the 
surface of the whole globe, has not found its law insufficient for its purpose. 
How then has the Government of India, with its more limited concerns, found 
it necessary to make the law more drastic in" India? The explanation, I think, 
is simple. It is that while in England the Government dare not touch the 
liberty of the Press, no matter bow annoying its disclosures may be, and has 
to reconcile itself to them as only so milch journalistic enterprise, in India the 
unlimited power which the Government possesses inclines it constantly to 
repressive legislation. This single measure suffices to illustrate the enormous 
difference between the spirit in which the administration is carried on in India 
and that in which it is carried on in England. My Lord, aa the Bill is still 
open to serious objection, I must vote against this motion to pass it." 

His Highness THE AaHA K HAN said :-" When I entered this room I had not 
intended to do more than give a silent vote, but having been one of the membt:rs 
who had the "honour of serving on the Select Committee I feel after the speeches 
we have heard that I ollght to make a few remarks explaining why I approve 
of this measure, and why I gladly support it. The Bill as it new stands in 
my humble opinion does not threaten anyone but a conscil)us offender. "It 
only gives the Government the power to bring before the proper judicial 
authorities such persons as deliberately publish important information the 
publication of which is opposed to public interests and likely to injure the civil 
and military interests of the State. 

" My Lord, I don't see how anyone can feel any sympathy for such an 
offender. Of course, if the publisher is innocent and wrongfully prosecuted, the 
Law Courts will not punish him. The statement that Magistrates are not inde-
pendent is to attack the very foundations of our judicial system, If such 
assertions are correct, the whole system of justice is radically wrong and requires 
immediate reform. 

II My Lord, if the judicial .authorities are competent to try the various 
criminal cases which come before them, surely they are competent to try cases 
a,ising (rom this Bill. 

.. For these reasons and after careful study of the measure, I am convinced 
that no innocent person will ever suffer by the passage of this 'Jill, while 
whcll thc Bill is passed it may help to bring before justice 'some cOl1scious 
offender, and I, therefore, support it. 
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t< I ha~e tried very hard to find some radical deEect in the Bill, but don't 
find it defective, and the speeches of the Members opposed to the Dill leave me 
unconvinced as to the reasonableness of the opposition to this useful measure • 

.. Nothing in the Bill is more necessary in my humhle opinion than the clause 
that guards important transactions between the Imperial Government and 
Feudatory States from being made public, and thus injuring the best 

interest of the Imperial as well as of Feudatory Governments • 

.. For these reasons I gladly support the Bill. " 

The Hon'ble RAI SRI RAM BAHADUR said :-" My Lord, I regret that the 
Bill as it stands ~o  is not free from serious objections, and hence I am unable to 
give Illy vote in support of the motion to pass it. All the important amend-
ments moved by the non-official Members have been rejected by this Council. 

II My Lord. since the Vernacular Press Act of 1818, which was passed by 
the Government of Lord Lytton, and repealed under the regim~ of hill successor 
in 1882, no public measure affecting the liberty of the Press has created such a 
feeling of unrest throughout the length and breadth of t he country and evoked 
so much hostile criticism from the public, as this Bill has done. The scope 
of the Act of 1818 was confined to the Vernacular Press only, but this Bill, if 
passed, will apply not only to newspapers conducted in the. Oriental languages 
b~t also to those published in English. Thus both the Indian and Anglo.Indian 
Press will come within the scope of this legislation. 

If My Lord, it is the existence of some grave emergency alone which can 

justify the introduction, and much less the passing, of a legislative measure 
like this. But no case of such necessity has been made out either by the 
speech of the Hon'ble Member in charge of the Bill, delivered at Simla, or any 
other official utterance made since then. The Statement of Objects and Reasons 
also does not throw much light on the subject. No concrete instances have 
been cited in which the existiog law has failed to secure the desired object. 

"The Bill, if passed, would unnecenarily interfere with the liberty of the 
subject and the freedom of the Press. The public expected that hefore such 
a measure is passed it ought to have been justified by the production of evidence 
that priYileges hitherto enjoyed by the public Press have been ab s~d and 
that it has been guilty of publishing official secrets relating to civil affairs 
.hich ha,ve prejudiced the Government or the public interest . 

.. The Indian Official Secrets Act, as already stated by me this forenoon, is 
only a reproduction of -the Parliamentary Statute of 1889. The British Parlia-
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ment has not found it necessary to even consider the desirability of making 

any such changes as now proposed by the Indian Legislature. The English Act 

is in force in the whole of the British Empire. I-Jad that Act not proved effective 

in any respect, and had any real necessity been found to exist. Parliament 

would have felt itself bo n~ to modify it. 

" \\'11 Lord, the new provisions hi~b are proposed now to be embodied and 

the alterations to be mad'e in the Act of 1889 will materially affect the liberty of 
the Press in this country, both English and Indian, and will thus introduce a 

change on. a very important lIubject which it is submitted was not contemplated 
at the passing of the English Statute. the prototype of the Indian Act. . 

II A reference to the Parliamentary debate and the proceedings of the Stand-
ing Committee on Law, when the English Act was passed, shows that it was the 

intention of the British Legislature that newspapers should not COJlle within the· 

operation of the Act. When the Bill came before that Committee, Lord T~ring 

suggested that some punishment ought to attach to newspapers publishing such 

information. The remarks made by the Chairman of the Committee and 

Viscount Cross show that it was not intended that newspapers publishing 

such information should come under the Act • 

.. Another serious objection against the· amended Bill· is' that it ignores 

altogether the way in which the information may have been obtained. It 
would make persons publishing any information, the publication of lIohich may 

appear to Government undesirable, liable to prosecution, whether they had 

obtained that information innocently or not. The newspapers published ill 

British India will be placed in a Bpecially precarious condition in publishing 
information relating to Native States. The editor of a newspaper. might receive 

the information from the Native Chief himself that the Government intends 

to pass certain orders or take some measures, regarding him or his State. The 

editor, believing that the orders, if carried out, or the measures, if taken, would 

cause gr:l.Ve injustice, and with the view of preventing such injustice, may 

criticise them in his newespaper. But under the provisions of the Bill no 

amount of good intention would be of any avail to him if the Government 
considered that the publication of the matter affected its relation with the 

Native State. 

" The expres!'ion • public interest I is capable of being interpreted with 

the greatest elasticity. To one set of persons public interest may appear 

identical with the intf'!rest of the people, whilst according to the officia~ view 

generally, public interest would mean intercllt of the Government for the time 

being. 
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" Further it is impossible to lay down any criterion as to ~at should or 

should not be considered C affairs of such a confidential nature' that f the public 

interest' would suffer by their disclosure'. Even the insertion of the word 

C important' before the expression C matters of State' in the definition of C civil 

affairs' in sub· clause (6), just now made on the motion of the H':IIl'ble 

Member in charge of the Bill, would not remove this difficulty. The word 

, important' is capable of being interpreted Mth as much elasticity as the 

expressions noticed above. The evidence of an officer df the department of 

Government who may start the prosecution, coupled with the fact that such 

prosecution was undertaken with the sanction of Government, will be sufficient 

• to inRuence the judgment of the presiding officer of In average Indian 
Court in the mufassal. 

II The Indian editors of newspapers will be placed in a more disadvantageous 

position than their Anglo. Indian &onf,sres, as the trial of the latter will be by 
jury, a privilege which will not be enjoyed by the former. 

" My Lord, the Bill, as amended, if passed into law, will tend to curtail to 

an unnecessary extent the freedom of the Press and will be harmful to the 

interest. of the public. Instead of placing a piece of legislation of suoh objection-

able character on the Indian Statute Book and thus adopting the policy of 

penalizing the publication of information relating to matters of public interest, 

the more proper and efficacious course to be followed by Government would 

be to exercise a greater and more effective control over its subordinates. as halt 

been observed by some of the ~pea ers who have preceded me. 

cc My Lord, had the scope of the Bill been confined to matters relating to 

military and naval affairs on'l" it would not have been open to the serious ob. 

jeCtions urged against it. The speakers who have jUlt addrellsed the Council 

against this motion have very eloque.ntly and cogently given the reasons why 

this Bill should not be passed into law. 1 fully endorse the views expressed by 

them and vote against the passing of the Bill." 

His Honour THE LIKUTRNANT·GOVRRNOR said :-"1 just wis'h to make 
one or two remarks on the Bill, because I do not think that it would be 

quite right for me to give a silent vote in support of it. In the first plllce, I 

should like to say very clearly and definitely that I have a strong concf!ption of 

the existence of the evil which this Bill is intended to meet. I have sympathy 

with the Hon'ble Mr. Morison, who comes from the United Provinces. in not 
realising ,as clearly the necessity for the Bill as men who are accustomed to 

... ork here. I suppose that the work  in the United Province&! is very much akin 
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to what I had to do in, the Central Provinces, where the Press is not very 
numerous, not very strong perhaps, and not very inquisitive. But since I have 
come to Bengali have felt that there has been a great evil in respect of the 
relations between Government offices and the Press. I do not wish to enter into 
any detail, but I desire to stale this, that I have found papers given perfectly 
freely to the Press which were marked confidential; I have found notes relating 
"pI ely to the conduct of cases. in the offices commen led on in the newspapers; 
I have found demi·officialletters which I have myself written finding their way 
to the Press; so ttlat I have actually adopted the rule when I write a demi-
officiallelter of keeping the c'opy in my own office box, instead of placing it in 
the office file. That of course makes me do precisely wbat a business man 
would do, as we have heard, in respect of correspondence affecting hill business j 

but I need not say what an immense, what an intolerable, increase of work and 
responsibility and burden it means when 1 am ullable to use my office (or this 
legitimate purpose. Now I think, my Lord, in the first place,' that this is due, 
or largely due, to the fact that there is no conscience whatsoever with regard to 
communication of confidential information i and 1 think that this is due partly 
to the fact that, whatever may have been intended, it was believed that it was 
no offence to communicate civil secrets. And, if there is one thing which this 
Bill will achieve which will be of advantage, it will be that it will enable people to 
understand that it is an offence to communicate imponant confidential affairs 
without the authority of tbe officer who is competent to give such authority. 

1/ Then 1 wish to say distinctly that I entirely agree, to a certain extent, within 
certain limits, with the view that many officers do not exercise suflident con~ 
trolover their offices. I propose certainly to endeavour to introduce some reform 
in this way; but the idea that we should meet this by turning our public offices 
into private offices, and by putting constables and policemen to turn off every-
one who was not ablelo disprove himself an idler, indicates, I am afraid, a very' 
great want of appreciation both of the manner in which such work would be 
done by the police, and also of the view which would be .entertained by the 
public generally of any such proposal. And 1 would also say t~at we cann~t 
under the circumstances of public offices, and the necessity there is for putting 
everything on record, as has already been pointed out-we cannot meet the 
difficulty merely by controlling our offices: we must emphasise our right 
to prevent the thert of official secrets j and we must be able to interfere 
when gross and flagrant offences occur. 1 wish to say that this is the 
point on which I take my stand. It has been admitted on all side:! by 
this Council that the GQvemment have a right to keep their owr. secrets. 
That is a thing which we all admit, but it is not a thing which we enforce,' But 
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it is theft t'? take them away, and this is done habitually. It is done by induce-
ments being offered to men to give information: it is done by the readiness with 
which illicit information is received; and it is sometillles done altogether again~t 

the public interest. And here I think that we have a fallacy which has come 

more than once into the discussion. The public interest is one thing, and the 
interest of a section of the community is another; and I feel very strongly upon 

this point, that these revelations which have heen made dE our official acts and 

of our discussions of great public questions, while they were still going (orward, 
have sometimes been contrary to the public interest although they may have, 
been in the interest of a section of the community which was prepared to pay for 
them. 

II The last thing which I should like to say is this, that I am astonished 
to find my Hon'ble friend Dr. Mukhopadhyaya speaking of this Bill as 
a serious menace to journalism in India. The menace, as he himself defines 
it, is this, that the editor must decide whether the information which he is about 
to publish is of such a confidential nature that the public interest will suffer by -
its ptlblication. That is to say, what is going to take place is this, that an editor: 
will be called upon to think before he publi.hes something whether it will . 
injure the public interests to publish it. I think that that will be a very great 
advance in journalism in certain parts of India, and I think that it is an advance 
that ought to be secured, and the Bill secures it without running any risk what-

soever. 

" I took exception some time ago to certain provisions of the Bill. These 
have been amended, and I am surprised to think that Hon'ble Members should 
come up and say that the Bill is exactly as it stood before, and that nothing 
has been yielded to criticism, when we havtl, in respect of civil affairs, the great 
change which has been already effe~ted in the _ Bill. Still, while the Bill is 
being read we hear Hon'ble Members speaking of the Bili as providing for 
the suppression of publication in regard to 'other matters of State.' They do 
not go on to point out that there is a safeguard in that very clause, where these 
affairs are defined to be 'of such a con6dentiar nature that the public interest 

would suffer by their disclosure.' I believe it is of the essence of the case that 
this proviso should have been introduced: it is also of the essence of the case 
to notice that under section 5 offences in regard to civil matters are not cog-
nisable : it is also of the essence of the case to notice that under section 7 the 
consent of the Local Government is required for a prosecution. What I espe-
cially desirl' to say, my Lord, is this, tbat we cannot meet this evil which exists 
without creating certain conscience in regard to these matters; and it is most 
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desira.ble to make it an offence to publish information which it is contrary to 
the public interest to publish. On the other hand, this Dill, while publishing this 
declaration, and making this an offence, is so carefully safeguarded that there 
can be no honest or legitimate interest that can in any way suller loss. II 

His Excellency THE PRESIDENT' said :-" I should like to make certain 

observations in summing up this debate. I have observed a marked and agree-

able contrast between'the tone of the speeches that have been delivered today 

and that have been characterised by very general moderation, and the criticisms of 
tbis Bill that were popularly made when it was first introduced, and that have even 

survived in some quarters up to the eleventh hour. I attribute this contrast to 
two reasons. In the first place, the modifications that we have introduced into 
he Bill have, I believe, removed the greater part at any rate of the objections 
that were entertained to it i and nowhere, I am sure, is the difference between 

the Bill as it was originally framed, and the Bill as it is now, better appreciated 
than by the acute intelligence of the Hon'ble Dr. Asutosh, though in his con-
cluding speech he affected to shut his  eyes to the fact. Secondly, it is'my 
experience that it is much more difficult to make exaggerated statements at this 
table than it is to write them in the Press. For here an answer is possible, and 
both' sides of the case are heard. This is the first occasion upon which the 
Government have had an opportunity of stating their case upon the details as 
well as the principles of this Bill, and I think that as a result of this discussion 
it stands out in a different and clearer perspective. 

" Nevertheless, we have had in the debate that has just closed an echo of 
iome at any rate of the apprehensions and alarms that found such wide expression 
in the earlier  phases ~ the case. To these I desire, before we take the final 
vote upon the Bill, to offer some reply. Though I think, and have already 
argued, that the Bill is a necessary, and is certain to be a useful, measure in 
practice, I am not one of those who regard it as an extremely important OT a 
heroic piece of legislation. It most certainly does not mark, on the part of the 
ov~nment of India, any sudden change of Folicy, or desire to enter upon a 
course either of official secrecy or of anxiety to punish or proscribe those who 
may not agree with them. As I remarked when I spoke on an earlier stage of 
the Bill, it is a measure that has long been on the stocks, with a view to 
remove the anomaly of the present situation under which, as I shan presently 
show, the esisting Act was intended to do something which most authorities 
are agreed that it does not do : and it was an accident that the actual amending 
Act was proposed this yea.r rather than at any time during the past s:x or seven 
years. Ever since the Act of 1889 was passed, it has been inoperative, both here 
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and in England, owing to the extreme ambiguity and carelessness of the lan-
guage that was employed. It was long agr;; decided to revise the Act in India, 
whenever the occasion presented itself, and I think it would be found that the 
same question has been discussed in England, though the conditions,of Parlia-
mentary life render it difficult to carry through the House of Commons any mea-
sure that is not imperatively called for by the political exigencies of the hour. 
The Government of India de-sired to amend the Act for two reasons; firstly, be-
cause in practice they had found it to be absolutely useless in the naval and mili-
tary cases which it wall supposed to cover, and, secondly, because they had been 
informed by their legal advisers that it c,ould not be put into operation in any civil 
cases, should this require to be doneJ owing to the extremely imperfect way in 
which it had been trained. No\V it does not appear to me to be good statesman-
ship to leave a measurewhich, owing to such causes as these, has become a dead 
letter, on the Statute Book, any more than it is good horticulture to leave a 
dead bough on a tree. The Act required amendment some time or other, and 
the oppor-tunity was taken to amend it. I readily admit that we did not at first 
proceed very skilfully about it. When a Bill is badly drawn in the first place, 
it is very difficult to amend it by a well-drawn Bill; and I think that our first 
attempt \vas open. to well-merited criticism. J am far from claiming that this 
is a perfect Bill now. But, at at any rate, it expresses what the original Act 
meant very much better than the original Act elLpresJAA it, while by virtue of its 
greater precision of language it should be less and not more obnoxious to those 
who re!ent any interference by the State at all. 

"It will be obvious from what I have said that the Government mainly rest 
their case on the proposition that the Act of 1889 was intended to cover civil 
secrets, though it failed to do so j and that we are merely, therefore, carrying 
out the original intention, though we are doing it in a manner that affords, as 
I have said, greater protection to the individual than was ever contemplated in 
1889. That this view of the original object is the correct one, is, I think, 
incontestable. I was in the House of Commons in 1889 when the Bill was 
passed in England: In so far as it was explained at aU, stress was laid, as the 
Hon'ble Sri Ram Bahadur has pointed out, upon the naval and military origin 
of the Bill. But nobody paid much attention to it j and it passed through 
almost without comment. In the House of Lards, however, the Lord Chan-
cellor clearly stated that the objects of the measure were two-fold, namely, 
first, to punish the disclosure of naval and military secrets, and, seconnly, the 
disclosure in certain circumstancea of official secrets. The I.ord Chancellor 
only de~cribed one set of circumstances, but it is quite clear from his remarks 
that be did not regard the Bill, as claimed by tbe Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale, as 
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exclusively confined to· naval and military affairs. When the Bill was enacted 

in India in the same year, the Indian authorities were much more explicit: 

though I observe th'lt the critics of the Bill today have observed a judicious 

silence as to what was said on that occasion. ·Sir ·Andrew Scobie, who has been 

quoted, spoke in the most clear and unmistakable way. He said ttJat the 
offences which the Bill was intended to reach er~ the wrongful obtaining of 

information in regard to any matter of State importance. and the wrongful 

communiclltion of such information. How in the face of this is it possible for 
anyone to argue that the Indian Act of 1889 was not expressly intended to 

protect civil secrets? Lord Lansdowne was scarcely less explicit. for he based 

his defence of the measure exclusively upOI} the publication in a native news-

paper of a garbled version of a confidential note by a high officer of Govern-
ment, not about naval or military matters, but about the policy of the Govern-

ment of India towards Kashmir, and he said that this was an illustration of the 

kind of malpractices against which the Bill was directed, and that it should be 

generally known that the new law was intended to be put in force in such cases in 
future. If this were not clear enough by itself,·. might refer to the title of the 
Act, which was not Naval and Military Secrets Act, but Official Secrets Act,and 

to the preamble, which recited the expediency of preventing the disclosure, not of 
naval and military secrets, but of official documents and information. The same 

inference is to be deduced from the Illnguage of the Act about offices and offi-
cial places. Indeed, it is really inconceivable that anyone should hold an 
opposite opinion. 

II Now, having, as I think, conclusively established that the Act of 1889 was 

directed quite as much against the disclosure of civil secrets as of naval or mili-

tary secrets, I want to put the question :-15 there a single Hon'ble Member at 
this table, or a single fair-minded person in this country, who would take up the 

position that the State is entitled to protection for its naval and military secrets, 
but not for its civil secrets, and that any of its citizens is to be at liberty to 

disclose these with absolute impunity, except in so far as .they may fall inciden-
tally under the ordinary criminal law ? With all respect I say that I cannot 

conceive of such a position being taken up by any sensible man. It would 
mean that any secret tr~at  or negotiation might be divulged, any change in 
taxation lel out in advance, any steps to check or defeat some insidious con-
spiracy revealed-for fear of invading the so·called independence. of the indivi-
dual, which very olten means no more than the impunity to do wrong without 
being punished for it. We hear a good deal nowoa-days about the rights of die 
individual, and everybody is naturally interested in defending them. But there 
is such a thing also as the rights of the State, a~d it seems to me to be part of 
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the elementary conception of a State, .:e., an organised body appointed to 
administer the affairs of a community, that it should be at liberty to protect its 
own confidential secrets. Well, then, I ask next, is there anything in the circum. 
stances of India that should render this country exempt from the application 
of this simple and elementary rule? Is it not notorious that this is a country 
where it is very difficult to keep matters confidential, and where there are fre. 
quent and sometimes most reprehensible disclosures? Till the Dill was intro-
duced I never heard of anybody who doubted this, and only the other day I read 
this passage in a Bombay newspaper, the BomlJay Gallette, which is by no means 
a friendly critic of the Government of India or of the present Bill, but which 
speaks with an experience of. the country much greater than any temporary 
resident htlre, like myself, can 'possibly claim :-

I To lay that the measure DOW on the legislative anvil is likely to be the terrible 
instrument that lOme critics pretend to fear, is ridiculous. That there i. urgent nece18ity. 
for some luch measur&-not essentially tbe same in detail as tbe present one-is undtni. 
able. Information which it is in the interest of evt!:ryooe of us should be temporarily kept 
strictly secret, leaks out, and infinite mischief i. done thereby. Inltances occur with 
great freqllency. The utmnst care is taken to prevent information of this elass becoming 
known to the undue adYantage of unprincipled pereool, but In vain. The contents of 
documents are known in the bazar befor", they reach the person to whom they are ad-
drelsed. Even II coded" telegram. are unsafe, and we doubt if there i. a lingle journal in 
India which cannot quote instances in which cODlplaints of luch occurrence. have reached 
it. As a case in point, we may mention that of the annual Fiaaneial Statem ent, which is 

. agwin almost due. Year after year a certain namber of copies are priated in the Govern. 
meat Press, placed under cover and lIealed, forwarded to the Accountant·Gener.1 in 
Bomhay with instructionl that they mU!lt not be delivered until twelve noon on the dlly 
the Statement il pre.ented to the Council. These instructions are most religiously 
followed; yet the wliole contents of those documents can be ascertained in the bazar the 
previous day, and the information to be found under the heading" WaYI and Means" is 
publicly disculled and operated upon. Opium figures 6nd their way into the bazar with 
even greater celerity, and it is a matter ot common notoriP.ty that items of great.at 
importance outstrip the recognised lources of communication. We are unwilling to 
believe "hat lu!Jordinate officials in Bombay are re'ponlible. We imagine that, if the 
Olicial Secrets Bill, with all its present imperfections, were in force, it would not injure 
the lubt'rdinate nearly so much as we are pked to believe. The mao to get at is he who, 
having olllcial secrets in hi. possessioo, fiU. bis pockets by speculation on the strength 
of them.' 

II The argument contained in the above extract has further received the 
most emphatic and authoritative corroboration at the hands of my Hon'ble 
Colleague Sir Edward Law and also from the Lieutenant-Governor, speaking 
from his own experience. I hope, therefore, now to have established three 
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propositions: fir'stly, that in amending the -Act of 1889, we are merely putting 

back into it what was always intended to be there j secondly, that the protec,; 

tion of civil secrets is among the primary rights of a civilised State j and. 

thirdly, that in India there is not less but admittedly greater need for the 

exercise of this right than in many other countries. 
, ',' There only remains for me to examine whether under the terms of our, 

;Bill the, re-assertion of this right has been made in a maImer that is likely to be 
fraught with any real danger to, the individual. We heard a good deal ill the 
gebate this morning about the presumption of the English law that a man is 

innocent until he is proved, to be guilty. Is there anything in this Bill that will 

put the'innocent man in 'peril ? 

" I have said nothing so far about the concessions that we have made 
to public criticism in,the modifications that we have introduced .in this Bill: 
nor have I time to allude to them now. In the opinion of many of the foremost 
of our o~iginal critics they have taken the whole sting out of the ~eas re. But 
there is one con!=ession that I must point to with reference to the question that 
I hav~ just asked. Our endeavour to define civil affairs, which we're not defined 
at all in 1889, has been undertaken exclusively with the object of removing 
populnr apprehensionJ and of restricting our own rights. But you may then 
reply that we have not been particularly successful. Well, from the point of 
view from which this remark is made, nothing I am afraid that we could do 
would be successful. We might go 'on specifying and specifying the sort of 
thing that is a civil affair. But however far we went, there would always be an 
unspecified residuum j I!-nd if this were exempted from the operation of the Act, 
then we should probably find the most fi;a.grant and culpable offence of all per-, 
petrated in the very unnamed c;ategory which we had been foolish enough 'to omit. 
That is the rea eon why we have left in 'those words I or other matters of State,' 
t~o gh  we have still further limited our power of intervention by requiring that 
tlU!y shall in all cases be important matters of State. If the words had been 
left out altogether, the 'chances are that the Bill would have once more proved 
to be a dead letter j for when we wanted, if we ever did want, to apply it, we 
should probably have found that we had just failed to provide for the, one case' 
in which protection was essential. I have seen'it asked, if so wide a definition 
is to be left in tile Bill, of what use it is to specify the relations ~f Government' 
with Foreign States or Native States, or fiscal arrangements, in particular jI 
The answer is that the more you speciry, the more you restrict, that the cases 
named are illustrative as well as specific, and that they 'afford a cfue to the 
Courts and, to the public of the nature of offences which it is intended to, 
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penalise urider the Bill. When these cases are speci6ca11y mentioned in the 
first place, and when all otlier matters oI State which they do not COver are 
further restricted to important cases, and when in the caseof all them it has 
to be established to the satisfaction of the Court that they arc of such a ccnliden-
tial nature that the public interest would suffer by their disclosure, so far (rom 
thinking that these provisions are ever likely to be used for harassment, I silOialtJ 

be inclined to ~a  that the Government has so tied itself up as to render aClion 
well nigh impossible, except in circumstances of such extreme heinousnp.ss 

that we hope that they will never occur, while, if they did occur, no two opinion. 
could be held about them. 

II It seems to me that in matters of this description there is a'very common 

tendency to assume the most far-fetched hypotheses, and to argue as if every-
body were likely simultaneously to act ina manner in which as a matter of 

fact people do not act. For instance, from some of the criticisms that have 
been made upon the Bin in the public Prells it might be inferred that the people 
-of India e i~t under a Government which allows no freedom of thought or uUer-
ance, and which is a scarcely disguised engine of oppression. Similarly, one 
might assume that the Press and the public are every day already, or are 
capable of being, guilty of acts quali6ed to keep them perpetually under the ban' 
of the law. And yet we all :~f us know that both of these hypotheses are purely 
fanciful i that we have the freest Government in the world, and that though 
bad cases sometimes occur, and in India, as I bave said, much more frequently 
than in England, yet the sense of public honour and civic duty is more highly 
developed under British insiitutions than in any other country. British Govern-
ments do not readily assume the role of ,prosecutor, much less of persecutor, 
and even if they did, they would very speedily repent of the enterprise. May 
we not assume in looking at the future qperation of ~his Bill that the factors we 
are dealing with are Governments possess"ing some sense of responsibility, Courts 
retaining some share of independence, and I would add a public which, what-
ever it may say when excited, has a very considerable con6dence in both? If 
this sasumption be a fair one, I think'it impossible that any real injustice should 
be perpetrated under tbis Bill, and if it were, then I would add that from that 
moment the Act would be doomed. 

CI My own view, therefore, of the Bill is a relatively very modest one. I 
regard it as a measure of justifiable precaution, investing the State with a power 
for the protection of important interests which every State ought to possess, and 
which but for an ambiguity in the existing law we should possess already. 
Further, I think that the real value of the Bill will be negative ratber than 
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'Positive, that is, it 'will act as a deterrent rather than as a penal weapon. 
People will be more careful than they have hitherto been about disclosures,· 

which every man at the bottom of his heart knows to be dishonol1rable and 

inj'urious to the public interests. Lord a~sdo ne's Bill has been in operation 

lor nearly fifteen years, and there has never been a prosecution under it. This 
has been because, even if the prosecution had been attempted, it would have 
been inoperative owing to the imperfect nature of the Act. If the present Bill be 

pa,sed .under scrutiny fifteen years hence, so rar from the intervening record 

being one of arrests and trillls, I should not be surprised if it were equally blank. 
But this would be for the much more creditable and satisfactory reason that in-

fringemeftt of the law had been pre"ented by the power to punish it, and that 
important official secrets had not been divulged, because divulgation had been 
made unpleasant and even perilous. If my anticipati,ons are in the least correct, 

then I think that the Council may pass thi~.  measure into law with a perfectly 

clear conscience, and with the conviction that they are adding not an instrument 

of terror, but only a weapon of the mosr· elenlentary self-protection, to 'the 
.armoury of the State." , 

'The motion was put and agreed lo. 

The Council adjourned to Friday, the II th March, '904. 

~CA CUTTA ; 

Til. Illh March, 1904. J 
J. M. MACPHERSON, 
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